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ABSTRACT

The second annual report on work performed
under contract F30602-70-C-0l18 DEVELOPMENT OF
GERMAN-ENGLISH MACHINE TRANSLATION SYSTEM deals
with advances in linguistic analysis and pro-
gramming. The theoretical theses for this work
were presented in the first annual report. This
second report accordingly concentrates on pro-
gress in the descriptive analytlis of German and
English, and on computer programs which have
been developed during the year.

Linguistic wc,rk during the period was direc-
ted at expanding the dictionaries for both German
and English. The number of lexical items coded
was increased, as were the features noted for
each item. The coding involved the linguists in
some of the most complex problems of linguistic
description, such as the treatment of adverbs and
extended forms of verbs. As adverbs have not
been adequately classified in any of the grammars,
a new system of classification has had to be
developed. Fortunately the extended forms of
German verbs have been treated in a recent mono-
graph, which has served as a start for our own
lexical analysis. These extended forms are par-
ticularly difficult in having a small group of
verbs used primarily to depict the verbal compon-
ent and nouns combined with them to carry the
semantic portion of the expression.

Imaginative programs have enabled.us to
identify the specific problems encountered in our
texts. Others among those reported here are rep-
resentative of the massive set of programs neces-
sary to manage the deep as well as the surface
structures of language.
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.LINGU.TSTICS.

1.1 The New English Verb List

(For convenience in identifying the referents of
linguistic subscripts, an alphabetized list with
definitions is provided in APPENDIX B, p. 83.)

This initial portion of the second annual report is a general
review of the feature/subscript system as exemplified in the re-
vision of the English Verb List. Readers already familiar with
this system and its conventions may prefer to begin with Section
1.2 New Format for German-English Verb list, p. 10.

1.1.1 Previous Work

The framework for the New English Verb List (NEV) was the
English Verb List (EVL) w:Iich had earlier been prepared at LRC.
The information in this list was limited to the description of
the verbs and their objects. That is, verbs and verb-particle
combinations were identified as being transitive or intransitive,
and prepositional objects as well as adverbial prepositions were
listed where applicable. This information had been obtained from
The Advanced Learner's Dictionary of Current English by Hornby,
Gatenby, and Wakefield [ 1 1. The appropriate Verb Pattern num-
bers from this dictionary were listed with each entry, as was the
identification of permissible objects as human, animal, inanimate,
and abstract.

There were three basic tasks involved in compiling the new
listing. The information in EVL had to be checked and mistakes
corrected; additional information had to be supplied for each cor-
rected verb; and new, complete entries had to be made for verbs
given in Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary [ 3 ] but
not listed in the Hornby dictionary. The present verb list, con-
siderably revised and amplified from the original EVL, contains
subject, object, and adverbial information as well as more de-
tailed descriptions of the verbs per se.

1..1.2 The Verb Entry

Currently, NEV indicates for each verb whether it is a one-
word entry or a two-word entry. The verb 6att, for example,
would be written as FALL 1, but a variation would be FALL BACK
2. Verbs consisting of two-word entries are composed of transi-
tive verbs with adverbial prepositionstor of intransitive verbs
with adverbial particles. An example of the former is LOOK UP 2
in He Zooked (up) the numbet (up). An example of the latter is



GIVE UP 2 in We gave up.

In instances where a verb has two acceptable spellings, the
preferred or American spelling is given first, as EXTOL, SP.
EXTOLL 1.

1.1.3 Verb Description

Short descriptors, largely acronymic, are used to define the
nature of the verbs. VT (Verb Transitive) means that the verb
takes an object, whereas VI (Verb Intransitive) indicates that
the verb has no object. VR (Verb Reflexive) is used when the
object of the verb is a reflexive pronoun. VR presupposes that
the verb is transitive, thus VT is not necessary. VT1; (Transi-
tive with Cognate) indicates that the verb can take only seman-
tically cognate objects, which would include dance a jig as well
as dance a dance. NP (No Passive) is used only for VT and VTC
verbs. NG marks verbs which have no progressive form.

At least one of the following descriptors must be used with
a verb: VT, VI, VR, VTC. The additional forms, NP and NG, cannot
stand alone but are given only when necessary. They wouid be
separated from any other symbol by a comma, e.g., TY(VI) and
TY(VT, MG). (TY is the constant which references this category
of descriptors.)

1.1.3.1 Subject-- Form

Subjects are described in two different ways, i.e., accor-
ding to Form, FS, and Type, TS. The possible descriptors for
form are MI, TH, GR, FT, and NP. The first four, MI (Marked
Infinitive), TH (THat-clause), GR (GeRund), and FT (Fot-To
phrase), are used only rarely. One of these occurs only when
almost any possible member of that category could reasonably
serve as the subject of the verb. For example, with the verb
butptibe almost any that-clause could function as the subject;
therefore, TH would be used, FS(TH). The NP symbol refers to
Noun Phrases*. These include nouns, pronouns,.and clauses intro-
duced by what. Usually an NP is the only type of subject pos-
sible for the verb. In such situations, the FS is omitted en-
tirely and the subject is automatically assumed to be derived
from the NP category.

One other FS descriptors is IT. This is used only for such
verbs as tain, 4now, atc., as in It kain4.

Identical descriptor symbols with different referents may be
used at different points in the descriptive feature system.

5
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1.1.3.2 Subject-- Type

The descriptors for TS (Type of Subject) elucidate the oa-
ture of the subject indicated by the presence or absence of FS.
They are HU (HUman), AL(AnimaL) , AN (ANimate-- both human and
animal), PL (PLant), IN (INanimate), BP (Body Part), MA (MAchine
MS(MasS), PO (Physical Object), AB (ABstract), M (Male), F (Fe-
male), and E (Entia, any noun). The following tree illustrates
the relationships among them.

PO AB

AN PL IN

MA

The heading of a node automatically includes all categories be-
low it. All underlined categories may be used alone. M and F
require the presence of HU or AL. For example, such an entry as
TS(HU F) means that the subject must be a human female. MS re-
quires the presence of IN. TS(IN MS) , for example, means that
the subject of the verb must be an inanimate noun which, although
collective, does not allow individuation of constituents.

Some verbs require a subject which must be either collective
or plural, e.g.,.Fi4h abound in the ocean. In such instances,
the subject entry would indicate this requirement in the follow-
ing manner, TS(a CO, AL P). If the verb allows virtually any
category of noun as its subject as long as the noun Is collective
or plural, the entry would be TS(PO CO, PO P, AB P).

If the subject indicated by FS is an MI, TH, GR, or FT, the
TS descriptor is automatically AB. lf, however, there is no FS
indicated, the subject is automatically considered to be an NP
and thus must be described according to the descriptors possible
for TS. If the subject can be a combination of these construc-
tions, an entry would resemble this example:

TS(AB ; HU , AB)
FS(TH , MI ; NP)

The semicolon, in essence, divides two columns. All contents of
the first column must correspond, as must all contents of the



second column. If the FS descriptor were IT, no TS. would be
needed for explanation.

1.1.3.3 Object-- Form

Objects are also described according to their form (OB) and
Type (TO). The possible descriptors for OB are varied: TH (THat-
clause), CL (CLause without that), MI (Marked Infinitive), FT
(Fon-To phrase), I (unmarked Infinitive), ICL (Interrogative
CLause), IMI (Interrogative clause contairing Marked Infinitive),
0 (noun, pronoun, or relative clause introduced by what), and GR
(GeRund).

Sometimes adjective or noun complements are used, e.g.
conziden the man (to be) inteteigent (a 600t). We beat it teat.
They aected him chaitman. For such constructions OB( 0 + com-
plement symbol ) is used. Complement symbols are BC (to be re-
quired Before the noun phrase or adjective Complement), CM (op-
tional use of to be before noun or adjective CoMplement), NA
(Noun phrase or Adjective complement without the use of to be),
NC (Noun phrase Complement without the use of to be).

f'repositions may also be included as descriptors of OB. For
example, direct and indirect object combinations are written as
OB( 0 + 0, TO ) and OB( 0 + 0, FOR). (The plus sign is used to
show a combination of objects.) The left side of the "+" refers
to.the di.rect object, and the right side to the indirect object
with its optionally deletable preposition.. Sometimes the prepo-
sition cannot be deleted, e.g., OB( 0 + AS ) in He teganded me
az a Vtiend. Often the praposition alone is the appropriate de-
scriptor. This can be the result of two situations, the use of
an adverbial preposition or a prepositional object. With an ad-
verbial preposition such as He tooked up the numben or H. tooked
the numben up, OB( UP) is used. As was mentioned earlier concer-
ning adverbial prepositions, the verb itself would be LOOK UP 2.
The use of a prepositional object such as nety on in He tetied
on the dictionany requires OB (ON ). The verb would be identi-
fied as RELY 1.

When the object is simply a noun phrase, OB( 0 ) is omitted.
The object will automatically be interpreted as a noun phrase.

1.1.3.4 Object Type

The descriptors which indicate the type or nature of the ob-
ject identified by the presence or absence of OB are the same as
those used to identify the type of subject, and the rules for
hierarchy are the same. The one exception is the use of R, sig-
nifying that the object is Reflexive, which is used when TY ( VR )

is present.
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When
the

descriptor
'for

the
form of

the
objec iS

TH,
CL,

MI,
FT,

I,
ICL,

IMI,
or'GR,.

the.type of
object

would be
written

as TO( AB ).
If

the
verb is

transitive or

réfl'exive
and

there is

no 08

indicated,
the

object is

automatically
assumed to be a

noun
phrase and

the

descriptor for TO
should

adequately
describe

it.
If

there
were

two

descriptors
for 08

joined by a
plus,

the

descrLptive

information
for TO

must
also

contain a
plus,

and
the

information on
each

side of
the "+" in TO

must

correspond
with

its

counterpart in
OB.

The

exception to
this is OB( 0 + AC ),

for
the AC

refers to an

adjective;
thus

only
the 0

must be de-

scribed by TO.
As in He

painted the
watt

vteen,
the

descriptor

needs to

characterize
only

the
noun

object,
not

the

adjective

complement.

1.1.3.5

Required
Adverbs

Where a
verb

cannot be
used

without a
certain

type of
adverb,

the

designation RA

(Required
Adverb) is

employed.
The

possible

descriptors
are

TIM
(TIMe),

PNC

(PunCTual),

DUR(DURation), PLC

(PLaCe),
LOC

(LOCative),
DIR

(DIRection),
ORN

(ORigiN),
MAN

(MAN-

ner) , MSR

(MeaSuRe),
and AC

(Adjective

Complement).
An

eAample

is
the

verb
tend.

When

transitive
and

possessing no

infinitive

complement, it

requires an
adverb of

direction,
RA(

DIR);
He

tend4
towa4d

4et6i4hne44
RA

is, of
course,

used
with

only a

limited
number of

verbs.

1.1.3.6
Optional

Adverbs
When a

verb

possesses
the

aspect of
motion,

this

character-

istic is

identified
with

the
symbol

OA(
DOR).

This
means

that

the
verb

may

Optionally
employ an

Adverb of

Direction-ORigin,

such
F!s a

Vtom or
towand

phrase,
e.g., He

btought hi4
boat

6nom

the
take.

1.1.4
The

Hornby
Patterns

As In
the

earlier
English

Verb
List

(EVL),
the

Verb
Pattern

number
from

Hornby
is

given
for

each
verb

construction in

the New
English

Verb
List

(NEV).
In

contrast to
EVL,

however,

inappropriate
patterns

have
been

deleted
and

additional
workable

ones
have

been
listed.

New
verb

entries
not

given in
Hornby

have

been
tested

and

identified
according to

pattern
numbers.

For
ex-

ample,
the

verb
Stick

takes
both

patterns 1
and. 21,

and
4t4.ck up

takes
both

patterns 23 and
10.

Stick is
not

listed as a
verb by

Hornby, et
al.,

but
can be

assigned
pattern

numbers on
the

basis

of
its

definitions in

Webster's
Seventh New

Collegiate

Dictionary.
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Many v
different ttate

separa
adverbial pverb

varies
fasten, fas
transitivehack,

fallverb may in

1.1,5
Format

erbs
require

more
tha

ypes of
objects

possi

te

treatment of
eachropositions

need a se

;
for

example,
the ve

ten
together,

fasten
verbs

may
also

need
down,

fall
out,

fall
clude

several
entries

n
one

entry.
Some

have
several

ble,
and

convenience may
necessi-

of
these.

Also,
verbs

which
have

parate
entry as

the
"name" of

the

rb
fasten

must
have

entries
for

up, and
fasten

down.
Certain

in-

everal
entries,

e.g.,
fall,

fall

off.
In

such

circumstances,
one

1.1.6

Purposes of
the NEV

The

information in
the NEV

list is to be

rearranged
into a

subscript
format

which
will

make
its

contents
more

readily
amen-

able to
computer

processing.
It is

hoped
that

with
the

informa-

tion
made

available
the

range of
possible

semantic
meanings

for

a
given

syntactic
context

may be

determined.
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1.2 New Format-for German7English Verb List
.

Each. Ge.riman verb with its descr.iptor. sequence is identified
by a unique numlYer preceding it. Each desCri.ptor and translation
equivalent in such an entry is printed out in subscript format in
a specifically numbered line as follows:

0 German verb stem (including prefixes). No. of morphemes
- no, of prefixes

1 syntactic type of verb

2 syntactic form of subject (NP, interrogative clause, etc.)

3 semantic type of subject

4 underlying subject (if not identical to apparent subject)

5 case government (cases or prepositions)

6 semantic type of object

7 type of adverbial complement required (if any)

8 optional adverb of direction or origin (if permissible)

9 auxiliary used in perfect tenses

10 original GVL entry in its old format

20 first English translation equivalent, in new format. No.
of morphemes no. of adpreps

21 syntactic type of verb (for English verb)

25 case or preposition government (for English verb)

26 semantic type of object (of English verb)

29 original GVL entry in its old format

30 German verb stem, including prefixes. No. of morphemes
no. of prefixes

31 syntactic type of verb (for German verb)

33 semantic type of subject (for German verb)

35 case or preposition government (for German verb)

36 semantic type of object (of German verb)

37 label of terminological sphere of applicability [domain]
(of English verb)

38 selecto'rs indicating restrictions on possible subjects
or objects (of English verb)

39 first English translation equivalent, in old format (with
labels and selectors, if any)

10



59 second.English translation equivalent

79 third English translation equivalent

The preceding format exhibits the following regularities: for
each German verb + descriptor sequence, lines 0-10 specify all
information relevant to the German verb; lines 11-19 have been
left available for subsequent addition of information. Lines
20-39 form an information-block specifying all information rele-
vant to the first English translation equivalent. These twenty
lines comprise two ten-line sub-blocks, the first containing in-
formation relating directly to the properties of the English
verb, and the second containing information on the German verb it
translates and any restrictions on their correspondence. Subse-
quent blocks of the same twenty-line size, each beginning with a
line whose number is a multiple of 20, specify informati-on-rele-
vent to other English translation equivalents. Thus, for example,
every (n x 20)th line contains a different English translation
equivalent, displayed in the new format. Each (n x 20) + 9th
line contains the original GVL entry in its old format. Each
(n x 20) + 19th line contains the old-format English translation
equivalent corresponding to the new-format one in the preceding
(n x 20)th line.

This arrangement of the information in blocks, with corres-
ponding specifications in corresponding line-multiples, serves
two purposes. First, it facilitates the transfer of information
about the properties of the German verb from the first ten lines
of the entry to the relevant portion of the translation-equiva-
lent blocks. Second, it facilitates retrieval of subsets of the
list, each containing only the minimum quantity of information
needed, for the greater working efficiency of the linguists.

An example of such a bilingual verb entry follows.

Earlier version: KAPITULIER VI

KAPITULIER VI VOR JDM ETW DAT

New version: GBD9201 0 KAPITULIER

1 TY ( VI )

9 AUX (H)

10 GRV 3701010KAPITULIER Vf

39 CAPITULATE

59 SURRENDER



.GBD9202 0

KAPITULItA1 TY ( VI )5 OB
VOR2.)6 TO

(HU
*AN )

9 AUX ( H )10 GRV

3701020KAPITULIER VI
VOR JDM

ETW DAT

39 BOW TO
59

CAPITULATE,TO
In

these
two

entries,
the

'irst

indicates
that

the
verb

KAPITULIEREN may be
used

intransitively,
using the

auxiliary

haben in
its

perfect
tense

forms,
and

that it is to be

translated

as

capitutate or

45u4'Lendek.
(No

information
was

given

explicitly

in

Wildhagen [ 4 ]

concerning
the

semantic
type of

subject
re-

quired by
the

verb.)
The

second
entry

differs
from the

first in
that it

allows

for
the

usage of
the

verb

KAPITULIEREN
with a

prepositional
ob-

ject
which

must
consist of

the

preposition
VO4 and a

dative
noun

phrase
(VOR2).

The
semantic

type of
object

required is

specified

as
either

human or

inanimate
(HU,

*AN);
the

translations
speci-

fied
are bow to

and

capitutate to.
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1.3 German Verb-Noun and

Verb-Prepositional Phrases

1.3.1 introduction

Preparatory to encoding German verb-noun phrases and verb-
prepositional phrases, a study was made of Veronika Schmidt's
Die Stteckiotmen dez deutzchen Vetbumz [ 2 ]. It is her con-
tention that in the past two decades the preference for phrases
over simple verbal forms has become more pronounced. The need
for encoding these phrases as units is evidenced by the fact that
the encoding of either the verbs or the nouns alone would not en-
compass all the variety of shadings and differentiations which
the expanded phrases exhibit. As the following examples will
show, the meaning of the verb phrase is not equal to the sum of
Its individual parts. By pooling several components, a composite
emerges with a unique definition. The individual words have re-
linquished their semantic identity and function as a unit.

eine Ftage anzchneiden = to taize a queztion

eine Ftage = a queztion

anzchneiden = to begin to cut, to begin to
catve; to cut (a aa4); to
give the Iiitzt cut to; [fig]
to btoach, to embatk upon, to
entet upon; to taize, etc.

Abztand nehlwen (von) = to te6tain (6tom), to dezizt
(ftom)

Abztand = diztance, intetvat; di66etence;
conttazt; dizctepancy

nehmen = to take; zeize, appuptiate,
captute, Lay hoLd o6; teceive,
accept

Bettachtungen anztetten = to teteect (on, upon)

Bettachtung (zing.) Looking on; view;.contemp.eation;
ztudy; conzidetation; teitection;
teview, dizcuzzion

anzteteen = to ptace; to ztand (againzt);
[fig] to appoint; to take on,
to engage; to zign on; to em-
ptoy; to tutn on; to zwitch
on; to attange, to manage, to
conttive, to biting about; to
commit; to cauze, to do; to make

13



1.3.2 The NaturFt of Expandable Phrases

Extended verb phrases are constructed by combining an ab-
stract noun (the semantic vehicle of the predicate) with a verb
which is mainly structural in function, and possibly a preposi-
tion with attributes. This combination functions as a unit.
The verb, which may be interchangeable with another verb, re-
presents the syntactic core, e.g.,

Jdm. Schande antun

Jdm. Schande btingen To dizgnace 4.o., to bting
dizgnace on 4.0.Jdem. Schande machen

Since a special meaning has been acquired in the formation
of such verb phrases, a literal translation of the noun and simp-
le verb no longer fits. This fact is particularly prominent where
expanded verbal expressions convey causative meaning, degree of
intensity, or aspectual action.

Causative

a) einen Au44chub etwinken = to zucceed in getting a
detay (ot poistpontment)

b) zut Venbezzeitung 6uehten = to tead to imptovement

Degree of Intensity

a) von Futcht gn.Le.n ein = to be gtipped by 6eat

rather than

zich fiuenchten = to be aptaid

b) von Schtecken et6cv44t zein = to be 'seized with panic

rather than

eiuschnec(aen = to be 44ightened

Ingressive

a) die Moegtichkeit eiuschtiezzen = to oi4e4 the oppottunity

b) zun Tat ischteiten to take action

c) Einwaende etheben = to naize objection's

Durative

a) isich n Uebeneinistimmung beinden . to be in agkeement

b) zein Gewenbe betteiben = to pty one'4 tnade

c) den Kamp,6 4ont4etzen = to continue the 4ttuggte



Egressive

a) Dauck auzuebe,. = to exent pae44uae

b) die Ennte einbningen = to haavezt

c) eine Veabezzeaung eiquehaen = to baing about an imptove-
ment.

Inchoative

a) zu Staub wenden = to tuan to duzt

b) in Gang kommen = to get going, to 4taat wonking

c) in Schwienigkeiten genaten = to get into dcuttie4

Continuative

'a) zich in den Gaenzen hatten = to keep within bound4

b) in de& Schwebe bteiben = to be kept in 4u4pen4e

Resultative

a) ein Ziet enneichen = to 'teach a goat

b) einen Gewinn eazieten = to make a pao6it

c) zeinen Witten bekommen = to have one'.6 own way

d) in Oadnung baingen = to put in mden

Causative when related to.Inchoative

a) in die Winktich(eit umzetzen = to neatize, to mateaiatize

b) untea Dauck zetzen = to (put undea) pae44uae

c) mit Faeude equetten = to 6itt with joy

1.3.3 The Behavior of Expandable

Verb-Noun Phrases

Encoding of German verb-noun phrases and verb-prepositional
phrases was based, with modifications and corrections, on the
Wildhagen German-EngZish Dictionary [ 4 ]. Proverbial, collo-
quial, obsolete, rare and slang expressions dere ignored. A set
of descriptors with their appropriate values was developed and
subsequently refined to accomodate all grammatical peculiarities.
The following examples illustrate the major problem areas.

1.3.3.1 Possessive and/or Reflexive Variables

Because the possessive/reflexive pronouns meine, deine,
zeine, ihne, etc., are variable, they are represented by the
symbol POR as an element of the noun phrase:
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a) zeine Bequemtichkeit Zieben = to be tiond c comliont:

LIEB POR BEQUEMLICHKEIT TY( VI ) TS( HU ) = BE FOND OF
COMFORT *

Where jemande4 (which stands for meine, deine, zeine, ihne,
etc.) is a possessive but not a reflexive variable pronoun, its
underlying function is subjective, and it is encoded as POSS.

b) in jet's. Bezitz uebengehen = to become 4.0.'4 pozzezzion:

UEBER GEH IN POSS BESITZ TY( VI ) TS( AL,PL,IN ) = BECOME
POSS POSSESSION *

POR and POSS, when governing the accusative case, are left un-
marked (see a) and b) above). LikewiSe, where a preposition
within a noun phrase governs more than one case, the accusative
will not be marked; one-case prepositions are not marked for case
government. In all other instances, case government is marked as
follows: POR/D, POR/G, POR/N; POSS/D, POSS/G and POSS/N.

Examples:

au6 zeinen Meinung beztehen = to 4tick to one'4 opinion:

BE- STEH AUF POR/D MEINUNG TY( VI ) TS( HU ) = STICK TO POR
OPINION

jdn. in zeinem 8e4chZu44 beistaenken = to encounage 4.0. in
hi4 decizion:

BE- STAERK IN POSS/D BESCHLUSS TY( VT ) OB( A ) TO( HU )

TS( HU,AB - ENCOURAGE IN POSS DECISION

eine Sache ihAe4 Gtanzez belLauben = to take the bZoom o66

BE- RAUB POSS/G GLANZES TY( VT ) OB( A ) TO( AB ) TS( HU ) =

TAKE THE BLOOM OFF *

zein eigenen Henn zein = to be one'4 own maistet:

SEI POR/N EIGENER HERR TY( VI ) TS( HU ) = BE POR OWN MASTER

jdz. Ebenbitd zein = to be the image oi 4.0.:

SEI POSS/N EBENBILD TY( VI ) TS( HU ) = BE THE IMAGE TY( VT
NP ) OB( OF ) TO( HU )

1.3.3.2 Deep-Subject Phrases

Where two grammatical constructions in the English transla-
tion equivalent are possible, two entries have been made. For
example,

jdm. zum BewuzAtzein kommen, da44

If all of the descriptors are identical for both languages,
they are not repeated for the EngZish translation.



a) to dawn (up)on 4.0. that and

b) to nea.eize that:

a) KOMM ZUM BEWUSSTSEIW TY( VT NP ) OB( D + TH ) TO ( HU +
AB ) FS( IT ) = DAWN OB( ON, UPON + TH )

where the anticipatory it takes the FS (form of subject) slot in
both languages; and

b) KOMM ZUM BEWUSSTSEIN TY( VT NP ) OB( D + TH ) TO( HU +
AB ) FS( IT ) DS( D ) = REALIZE OB( TH ) TO( AB ) TS( HU )

where the type of subject in English is human. In this entry the
German descriptors include the deep subject in the dative case -
DS( D ).

1.3.3.3. Culturally and Biologically
Restricted Sex Roles

In the following examples, the descriptors Type of Object
(TO) and Type of Subject (TS) have to reflect disambiguated va-
lues in order to clearly indicate restricted sex roles. (Although
these examples are not likely to occur in technical materials,
they are included here to illustrate semantic categories that must
be taken into consideration.)

a) 4ich at.4 Mann bewaehnen = to pAove one4a6 a man, to
pnove a tAue man

BE- WAEHR ALS MANN.TY( VR ) OB( A ) TO ( R ) 7S( HU M ) =

PROVE A MAN*, PROVE A TRUE MAN TY( VI )

b) zuA Jung6nau henanwach4en = to gkow to womanhood

HERAN WACHS ZUR JUNGFRAU TY( VI ) TS( HU F ) = GROW TO
WOMANHOOD*

c) jdn. unteA die Haube bningen = to manny 4.0. ol616 (a giAL1

BRING UNTER DIE HAUBE TY( VT ) OB( A ) TO( HU F ) TS( HU ) =

MARRY OFF*

d) jdn. zun Mutten machen = to get 4.o. with chad

MACH ZUR MUTTER TY( VT ) OB( A ) TO( HU F ) TS( HU M ) =

GET WITH CHILD*

1.3.3.4 Reflexive Phrases

Examples a) through e) illustrate inherently intransitive
verb-noun phr.ases which have been given Object and Type of Object
slots in the German entries in order to facilitate mechanical
translation. As is shown here, German reflexive objects may be
in the accusative, dative, or even genitive case.
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a) 4i.ch int) Faeuztchen tacken to Zaugh up one'4 41eeve

LACH INS FAEUSTCHEN TY( VR ) OB( D ) TO( R ) TS( HU ) = [FIG]

LAUGH UP POR SLEFVE TY( VI )

b) 4tch zum Guten wenden = to take a tutn 6ot the bettet

WEND ZUM GUTEN TY( VR ) OB( A ) JO( R TS( AB ) =.TAKE A
TURN FOR THE BETTER TY( VI )

c) zich in Kahle vetwandetn = to tutn into coat, to become
eatbonized

VER- WANDEL IN KOHLE TY( VR ) OB(-A ) TO( R ) TS( IN MS ) =

TURN INTO COAL TY( VI ), BECOM1 CARBONIZED

d) zich mit Laub bedecken = to put out teavez

BE- DECK MIT LAUB TY( VR ) OB( A ) TO( R ) TS( PL ) = PUT
OUT LEAVES TY( VI )

e) zich von den Ptaetzen etheben = to tize 6tom theit 4ea26

ER- HEB VON DEN. PLAETZEN TY( VR ) 08( A ) TO( R ) TS( P HU )

= RISE FROM POR SEATS TY( VI )

f) zich eine Au66a44ung (uebet ...) bitden = to liotm a
view (o6)

BILD EINE AUFFASSUNG TY( VT,VR ) 08( D;D + UEBER1 ) TO( R;
R + E ) TS( HU ) = FORM A VIEW TY( VI,VT ) OB( OF )

where the transitive version requires a prepositional object.

g) mit dem Getde um Aich wet6en = to thtow one'4 money
atound

WERF MIT .DEM GELDE TY( VR ) OB( UM A ) TO( AB. R ) TS( HU ) =

THROW POR MONEY AROUND TY( VI )

where um is an integral part of the reflexive expression and is
not separated by a "plus" symbol.

h) et) zich zut P61icht machen zu tun = to make it one'4
duty to do

MACH ZUR PFLICHT TY( VT,VR ) OB( A + D + MI ) TO( IT + R +
AB ) TS( HU ) = MAKE POR DUTY TY( VT ) OB( 0 + MI ) TO( IT +

AB )

where an it, the reflexive, and a marked infinitive appear in the
German lexical entry under OB and TO.

1)

I) Ltch zum Unzegen auzwitken to tead to mi46ottune

AUS WIRK ZUM UNSEGEN TY( VR ) OB( A ) TO( R ) TS( AB )

FS( NP,MI,TH ) = LEAD TO MISFORTUNE TY( VI

18
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2) sich zum Unsegen auswinken, dass = to Lead to mistion-
tune that

AUS WIRK ZUM UNSEGEN TY( VT,VR ) OB( A + TH ) TO( R + AB )

FS( IT ) = LEAD TO MISFORTUNE TY( VT )

where the first entry is an intransitive phrase with an abstract
Fubject in the form of a noun phrase, a marked infinitiye, or a
that-clause. The second entry is a transitive version with a
that-clause in the object slot and form of subject with an "it"
value.

1.3.3.5 Pseudo-Reflexive and Non-Reflexive

Phrasing

Certain phrases, which at first appear to be straightforward
transitive phrases, require two entries because of different
translation equivalents. Note that example a) is pseudo-reflex-
ive in the German reading and takes an intransitive translation:

sich (od jdn.) um4 Leben bningen

a) zieh um4 Leben bningen = to commit suicide

BRING UMS LEBEN TY( VR ) OB( A ) TO( R ) TS( HU ) = COMMIT
SUICIDE TY( VI )

b) jdn.,um4 Leben bningen - to kitt 4.0.

BRING UMS LEBEN TY( VT ) OB( A ) TO( HU ) TS( HU ) = KILL *

1.3.3.5 Reciprocal Phrase with Plural Subject

Certain phrases require a plural subject when reciprocity is
to be expressed. Sich often represents einandeA, an implied (with)
each othen in the English translation.

a) sich die Haende neichen = to shake hands

REICH DIE HAENDE TY( VT NP ) 08( D ) TO( RCC ) TS( P HU ) =

SHAKE HANDS TY( VI )

b) sieh ein Stettdichein geben = to meet

GEB EIN STELLDICHEIN TY( VT NP ) OB( D ) TO( RCC ) TS( P HU )

= MEET TY( VI )

c) 4ieh in die Di6lienenz teiten . to sptit the dffienenee

TEIL IN DIE DIFFERENZ TY( VT NP ) 013( A ) TO( RCC ) TS( P HU )
= SPLIT THE DIFFERENCE TY( VI )

1.3.3.7 Plural Subject Only

a) an einem Joch ziehen = to bean the yoke togethen

ZIEH AN EINEM JOCH TY( VI ) TS( P HU ) = [FIG] BEAR THE YOKE
TOGETHER *
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b) in Reihen. (an ...) .vo4be4.max4ch4.exen = to iite pazt

VORBEI MARSCHIER IN REIHEN TY( VI,VT ) OB( AN2 ) TO( HU,IN )

TS( P HU ) = FILE PAST *

1.3.3.8 + or - MIT

A number of verb-noun phrases refer to a situation which
must involve more than one participant. Either the subject must
be plural, as in a 1) below, or a With-object must accompany the
verb if the subject is singular, as in b 2).

a)

1) eine Abmachung t4e6lien . to make an ag4eement

TREFF EINE ABMACHUNG TY( VI ) TS( P HU ) = MAKE AN AGREE=
MENT *

2) eine Abamchung mit jdm. . to make an agxeement
with 4.0.

TREFF EINE ABMACHUNG TY( VT ) OB( MIT ) TO( HU ) TS( HU )

= MAKE AN AGREEMENT OB( WITH )

b)

1) einen Wo4twech4et. haben - to hatie wond4

HAB EINEN WORTWECHSL TY( VI ) TS( P HU ) = HAVE WORDS *

2) einen Wontwechzet mit jdm. haben - to have womi4 with
4.0

HAB EINEN WORTWECHSEL TY( VT NP ) OB( MIT ) TO( HU ) TS(
HU ) = HAVE WORDS OB( WITH )

1.3.3.9 Eliding of Verbs

In some instances, the surface structure of a noun phrase
indicates an elided verb. This necessitates the inclusion of an
extra value under Type of Object, i.e.

Abztand nehmen von .. (Suezzigkeiten, Atkohot, etc.)

to nenounce, to dezizt 64om (4weet4, atcohot, etc.)

although deep structure analysis would yield:

Abztand nehmen von ((dem.E.6.6en de4) Suezzigkeiten) =

or ((dem T4in1zen de4) At1zohot(4)) =

to nenounce (the eating oi) zweetz or

to nenounce (the dxinking og) atcohot.

Therefore, the proper encodina of the above phrase would list the
value IN with a question mark for future retrieval purposes:

NEHM ABSTAND TY( VT ) OB( VON ) TO( AB,IN ? ) TS( HU ) = RENOUNCE,
DESIST-4M( FROM )
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1.4 The Feature/Subscript System for

Adverbs, Prepositions, and Conjunctions

In the course of refining and enlarging the Center's dic-
tionaries, work was begun on the coding of lists of English ad-
verbs, prepositions, and conjunctions. Each entry is coded with
its German translation equivalents and with syntactic and semo-
syntactic features. For this purpose, a general classification
scheme was designed which is described in the following pages.

The semantic classification of each item is indicated under
the subscript TY (for "type"); this classification scheme is
largely the same for adverbs, prepositions, and conjunctions.
All other features indicate selection restrictions; the classi-
fication schemes for these differ slightly for the three cate-
gories.

A glossary of definitions for all subscripts in alphabeti-
cal order may be found in Appendix B.

Adverbs

1.4.1 Subscripts for Features

One-word adverbs (including those derived from adjectives
and present and past participles) are given some or all of the
following subscripts. (In this list, mandatory subscripts are
underlined and definitions are given for each symbol.)

TY = semantic type of adverb

PA = Paraphrasability (relevant only for parenthetical adverbs)

MD = modifies (the adverb may modify verbs, sentences, or NP's)

TS = semantic type of sentehce subject required (relev3nt only
with adverbs modifying verbs and, possibly, sentences)

TV = semantic type of verb with which the adverb may be used
(relevant only with adverbs modifying verbs)

POS = position (pre- or post-posed; sentence initial, medial,
or final)

RC = requires complement (adverbs, clauses or phrases)

OC = optional complement

TN = tense (the adverb requires that the verb occur in a spe-
cific tense(s); this subscript is not coded if the same
information is contained under TY in one of the values
PR, PA or FU)

21
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Each of the subscripts in the list above is associated with
one or more values describing the characteristics of the parti-
cular item being classified or its selection restrictions.

1.4.1.1 Values for "Type" (TY) when used with
Adverbs (Conjunctions and Prepositions)

= parenthetical
DEF = definite
IND = indefinite

= location, which may be specified as

STA = static
DI-T = direction to
DI-F = direction from

T = time, which may be specified as

PR = present
PA = past
FU = future
PR-T = prior to
SIM = simultaneous with
PO-T = posterior to
PU = punctual
DU = duration (time span answering the,question "how

long?", e.g., 6ot eteven day4)
FR = frequency (repetitive)
SE = sequential (SE without INC or TRM means "sequential

but not initial or final", e.g., 4econdty)
INC = incipient
TRM = terminating
INST = instantaneous (point in time, e.g., at 8 P.M.)
EXT = extended (time span answering the question "when?",

e.g., today)

= modal, which may be specified as

MAN = manner
SM = state of mind
EV = evaluation of subject (It is ADJ of SUBJECT to

INFINITIVE: He wisely did it - It was wise of
him to do it.)

COM = comparison
COM PEJ = comparison pejorative
RES = restrictive
MOD = mode of existence

= degree, which may be specified as

LS = lower scale



MED = medium
H-S = higher scale
APP = approximation
COM = comparison

CA = cause
PP = purpOse
1 = instrumental
R = result
CD = condition
CC = concessive
MO = modality'
ME = neasure

= sociatiVe
A = adversativity

1.4.1.2 Values for "Parenthetical" (PA)

1 it that paraphrase possible: He witt tonobabty come
It i4 pnobabte that he witt come.

W = post-sentential which-relative clause possible: He 4uh-
pni4ingty wonk4 Atowty - He wo1k4 Atowty which i4 Aut-
pniAing.

C = 40 ADJ that or to a degnee that paraphrase possible (con-
secutive): He wónk4 Acaptaingty Atowty He wonk4 40
Atowty that it i4 AutptiAing.

= it how paraphrase possible: He wonk4 AutptiAingty Atowty
It i4 4utp/a4ing how Atowty he wonk4.

1.4.1.3 Values for "Modifiers" (MD)

= sentence
D = declarative
Q = question
1 = imperative
N = negated D, Q, 1, or S

verb
NP = noun phrase
AV = adverb (including PRPH)
NU = numbers
A = adjective

equative
positive

C = comparative
SP = superlative
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1.4.1.4 Values for "Type of Subject" (TS)

= plural (i.e., the adverb requires a plural subject or a
singular subject with a mit-PRPH)

A =
P =
I =
M =

F =

1.4.1.5 Values for "Position" (POS)

ante (= pre-posed) relevant for modifiers of NP, A, AV,
post (= post-posed) or NU only
sentence-initial
sentence-medial relevant for modifiers of S and V

sentence-final
only

1.4.1.6 Values for the Subscripts "Requjres Comple-
ment" (RC) and "Optional Complements" (OC)

All prepositions, spelled out

AV = any type of adverb
AV PLC
AV TIM
AV PNC
AV DUR
AV LOC
AV DIR
AV ORN
AV MAN
AV MSR
AC
TH = that-clause
MI = marked infinitive
FT = 604.-to complement
GR = gerund
ICL = interrogative clause
IMI = interrogative adverb + marked infinitive

GG = genitive
DG = dative
A = accusative
N G = noun phrase

= adverb of place
= 11

" time
= 11 punctuality
= " duration
= 11 " location
= 11 " direction to
= It origin (direction from)
= 11 manner
= 11 11 measure
= adjective complement

PR =

PA =

FU =
PF =

1.4.1.7 Values for "Tense" (TN)

occurs with verbs in present tense
occurs with verbs in past tense
occurs with verbs in future
occurs with verbs in any perfect tense (PF may also be
used together with PR, PA or FU to indicate present
perfect tense, etc., as relevant)
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Some values may be used in combinations, as indicated below.

Value Trees: Possible
Value Combinations:

DEF IND

STA DI-T. DI-F

where? whereto? .from Where?

or:

PR PA FU

PR-T SIM

PU

any sub-class
of T

DU FR

long?

INST SE EXT INC T M

since until
when? when?

INC TRM

25
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Any value of TY may
be combined with DEF
or IND as relevant.

L may be combined
with lower nodes
(e.g. L STA).

Combine T with any of
the 6 lower nodes.
However, time adverbs
which do not specifi-
cally indicate past,
present, or future do
not get the values PR,
PA, or FU.

Combine any of the 6
T-dominated nodes above
with the lower nodes
in this tree, as rele-
vant.

Use DU with DEF or IND
to mean "limited" or
"unlimited duration",
respectively.



Value flees. Cont'd

mAN

SM EV

COM RES

PEJ

like who?

with respect
to what?

to what degree?

Possible
Val ue Comb i nat i ons :

Combine M with lower
nodes as li.wes allow.

Combine D with lower
nodes.

Combine S or A with
any of the lower nodes
as relevant.

S by itself means that
the particular adveTb
can modify any of the
6 types of S; the same
is true of A.



C njunctions

1.4.2 Subscripts

C-I = connects or introduces (clauses, noun phrases, verb
phrases, etc.)

TY = type of conjunction

1.4..2.1 Values of "Connects or Introduces" (C-I)

MC = main clause
SC = subordinate clause
A = adjective or adverb (phrase)

noun (phrase)
V verb (phrase)

1.4.2.2 Values of "Type" (TY)

CONJ = conjunctive ( takes pl. verb: and)
DISJ = disjunctive (takes sg. verb: oh)

in addition, all semantic features under the subscript TY of
adverbs may be used for conjunctions (cf. p. 22).

TY =

RC =

TC =

POS =

Prepositions

1.4.3 Subscripts

semantic type of preposition
requires complement (noun phrase or adverb)
semantic type of complement
position (pre- or post-posed)

1.4.3.1 Values for "Type" (TY) .

Cf. TY values for adverbs, p. 22.

1.4.3.2 Values for "Requires Complement" (RC)

NP = noun phrase
AV = adverb.
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1.4.3.3 "alUes for "Semantic Type of Complement" (TC)

The possible values for this subscript are

a) all semantic subclasses for nouns:

PO = physical object
AB = abstract
AN = animate
PL = plant
IN = inanimate
HU = human
AL = animal
NM = proper name
CO = collective (components are countable)
BP = body part
MS = mass (homogeneous)
MA = machine
QU = quantity ( + (of) NP; e.g., gtoup, as in

a gtoup oritem4)
CN = count (abstract countable nouns)
UN = unit (ADV = QUANT + ; e.g., mite, as in

6itie mita tong)

all values given for the subscript TY (type) of
adverbs (cf, P.22 ).

1.4.3.4 Values for "Position" (KW

PRE = pre-posed to the NP or AV
POST. = post7posed to the NP or AV

In addition, a separate list is being coded of all those
English items whose German translation equivalents are separable
verbal prefixes with independent meaning. An example would be
the English preposition up with the German translation auti, as
in:

get LL = auliztehen.
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PROGRAMMING

During the second year of work performed on DEVELOPMENT or

GERMAN-ENGLISH MACHINE TRANSLATION SYSTEM, the programming effort

was divided into three areas: grammar conversion programs, sys-

tems programs, and supporting programs.

2.1 Grammar Conver'sion

Three major items were completed and are described in the

immediately following pages:

a) The RFMS Fl English dictionaries,RMD and WEBSTER were

conflated into one dictionary and convertrd into RFMS

F2 format.

b) The RFMS F2 German dictionary was updated to include

canonical forms and to associate matching rule numbers

and different duplication numbers with each set of al-

lomorphs.

c) The RFMS Fl German transfer grammar was converted into

RFMS F2 format.



2.1.1 Conflating the RMD and WEBSTER Dictionaries

A set of programs was designed to combine the two RFMS Fl
loader-format dictionary grammars, RMD'and WEBSTER, in order to
produce one standardized RFMS F2 loader-format dictionary grammar.
In combining the two dictionaries, redundant rules were elimina-
ted.

2.1.1.1 Sequences of OPerations

The following Sieps, described in 2.1.1.41 were involved in

the conflation:

a) preparation of RMD rules for conflation

b) preparation of WEBSTER rules for conflation

c) conflation of RMD and WEBSTER

d) processing of WEBSTER rules not found in the intersection
of RMD and WEBSTER

1) assignment of the same rule numbers to allomorphs
of rules

2) elinthiation of redundant rule numbers

e) production of rules for converting unique class names
from RFMS Fl loader-format to RFMS F2 loader-format

f) conversion of rules produced by the preceding steps from
RFMS Fl loader-format to RFMS F2 loader format

g) fisting of nouns which lacked TYpe information (e.g.,
human [HU], abstract [AB], etc.), to facilitate the
addition of such information by the linguists.

2.1.1.2 General Statistics for the Conflation

Number of rules in

RMD before revision

WEBSTER before revision

RMD after revision

WEBSTER after revision

42,582

77,412

49,782
76,909

Input to conflation 126,671
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Input to c'onflation 126,671

Intersection of RIO and WEBSTER 19,331

RMD, not in the intersection 30,451

WEBSTER, not in the intersection 57,657

NEW ENGLISH DICTIONARY 107,439

2.1.1.3 Diagram of Conflation

30
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2.1.1.4 Preparation of RMD Rules for Conflation

Two programs were involved in the preparation of the RMD
rules for conflation. The first program deleted the following
types of rules from the input to the conflation program:

a) rules with invalid format

b) rules with class names specified by the linguists as
"do not convert"

c) rules with invilid class names.
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Such rules were assembled according to type and printed.

Rules with multi-class names were then broken down into
single-class name rules; for each additional rule

a) new rule numbers were assigned

b) new rule numbers were associated with their original
rule numbers and assembled for later printing

c) information relating to each associated class name was
created and attached to the class name.

In the second program involved in the preparation of RMD
rules for conflation--

a) allomorphs of rules were created, i.e., classnames and
right-side terms were altered to a pseudo-WEBSTER for-
mat according to change rules created by the linguists;

b) canonical information was attached to the class names of
the rules according to specifications which the
linguists supplied;

c) rules were sorted according to the combined constituents
of the right-side terms;

d) all rules were converted to a format amenable to proces-
sing by the conflation program.

2.1.1.4.1 Statistics for RMD

Number of rules--

in the original RMD dictionary grammar 42,582

with invalid format 1

with class names specified by the -168
linguists as "do not convert"

before expansion of multi-class 42,413
names into single-class names

after expansion of multi-class
names (i.e., before genera-
tion of allomorphs)

in pseudo-WEBSTER format with
canonical information attached (i.e.,
after generation of allomorphs)
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2.1.1.5 Preparation of Rules for Conflation

Two programs were involved in the preparation of the WEBSTER
rules for conflation, also. The first program deleted the fol-
lowing types of rules from the input to the conflation--

a) rules with invalid format

b) rules with the RFMS Fl loader-format item 9] BAD, which
denotes an error in the rule.

These rules were assembled according to type and printed.

In accordance with information specified by the linguists,
the second program attached irregular-verb canonical information
to the class names of rules. All rules were converted to the
format amenable to processing by the conflation program.

2.1.1.5.1 Statistics for WEBSTER

Number of rules--

in the original WEBSTER dictionary gTammar

with invalid format

with RFMS Fl loader-format item 9] BAD

in format amenable to conflation program

(with canonical information attached,.
i.e., irregular verbs)

77,412

4

-499

76,909

286

2.1.1.6 Conflation of RMD and WEBSTER

The RMD-WEBSTER Conflation program (CONFLAT) Compares RMD
dictionary grammar rules in RFMS Fl loader-format to WEBSTER
dictionary grammar rules in RFMS Fl loader format. It produces
three output files and two special purpose files based on this
comparison.

CONFLAT uses two input files. The first file contains the
RMD rules in RFMS Fl loader-format with a sort key consisting of:

a) the combined constituents of the right-side terms

b) the category symbol

c) canonical information

d) type i.nformation

The second file contains WEBSTER rules in essentially the same
format as the RMD file. The one exception lies in the use of a
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Special symbol indicating the preSence of canonical rather than
type information in the WEBSTER rule.

The three output files from CONFLAT are as follows:

a) a file of RMZ rules with no WEBSTER equivalent. Thes'e
consist of rules with sort keys stripped off.

b) a file of WEBSTER rules with no RMD equivalent. The
records on this file are copied exactly as they are on
input, including the sort keys. These records are to
be used for further processing.

cl a new dictionary file (MATCH) consisting of the matched
records plus RMD records without a match. (This im-
plies that there are as many rules in this group as
on the original RMD file.) When a match occurs, the
type information is inserted (if it is non-zero) into
the class name of the RMD record unless a special sym-
bol occurs in the WEBSTER rule. In the latter case,
the type information is inserted into the WEBSTER rule.
The appropriate rule is then added to the new diction-
ary file.

The two special purpose files resulting from CONFLAT are
'used by successive programs. The first fi1e consists of unique
class names. A table is printed which lists each class name and
its frequency count. The other file contains rule-number pairs
which represent matches, i.e., the RMD rule number and the WEB-
STER rule number where complete matches occur.

In addition to these files, CONFLAT generates a printed list
which contains the RMD class and WEBSTER class associated with it
whose combined right-side terms match but whose class names
differ.

2.1.1.7 Processing of Rules Not Found in the

Intersection of RMD and WEBSTER

A stem-stripping and comparison program (STSTRIP) was writ-
ten to assign the same rule numbers to allomorphs in the file of
WEBSTER rules not found in the intersection of RMD and WEBSTER
(WEBNOT). For each rule in WEBNOT, STSTRIP generated a sort key
containing:

a) the combined constituents of the right-side terms with
endings stripped off either according to canonical
information, if available, or to rules specified by the
linguists, and

b) an indicator for linking class names in the comparison
of the stripped combined right-side terms.
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The STSTRIP program assigned the same rule number to each
pair of rules which had matching stripped right-side terms and
linked class names. Therefore, allomorphs of a rule were
assigned the same rule number and redundant rule numbers were
eliminated. STSTRIP printed the list of eliminated rule numbers
with their corresponding replacement rule numbers.

STSTRIP discarded the sort key from the rules, producing a
new file, WEBNOT1. WEBNOT1 and MATCH (the file consisting of
rules which matched in the intersection of RMD and WEBSTER, plus
RMD rules with no WEBSTER equivalent) were converted to RFMS F2
loader-format. This RFMS F2 version of the combined dictionary
grammars is now referred to as the New English Dictionary Grammar,
NEWENG.

2.1.1.7.1 Statistics for STSTRIP

Number of rules:

in WEBNOT

with no allomorphs

with allomorphs (involving 3,061 matches

in WEBNOT1

(Note that rule numbers, not rules, were eliminated.)

57,667

51,545

6,122

57,667

2.1%1.8 Conversion Rules for Unique Class Names

A further program produced conversion rules for each unique
class name found in NEWENG. Each class name consisted of codes
for the following information:

a) canonical (CAN)

b) type (TY)

c) category, indicating associated class information (CAT)

d) class information- con ce rning-

1) left category symbol

2) onset (ON)

3) class (CL)

These codes were processed to produce conversion rules for
converting NEWENG from RFMS Fl to RFMS F2 loader-format.
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2.1.2 German Dictionary Grammar

The F2 German dictionary was updated to include canonical
forms and to associate matching rule numbers and different dup-
lication numbers with each set of allomorphs. This was accom-
plished in three steps.

Step I involved adding a PCA (Possible CAnonical form) sub-
script to each rule whose right-side contained an umlaut (coded
by the characters AE, 0E, or UE). The values of the PCA sub-
script were encoded in a fixed format to resemble commands that
a pseudo-string processor might execute. For example, the rule

C 2836 V N * AEMT
+ GL(8)
+ GD(P)

was given the subscript + PCA(D.3) , which has the meaning: to
construct the canonical form of AEMT delete the third character
from the right. This resulted in the form AMT.

Step 2 adds a CAN (CANonical form) subscript to rules speci-
fying certain paradigmatic classes and to all irregular verb
rules. For example, the rule

C 25598 V A * SENSIBL
+ CV
+ IN

was given the subscript + CAN(1.1'E) which has the meaning: to
construct the canonical form of SENSIBL, insert an E before the
first character from the right. This resulted in the form
SENSIBEL.

An example of an irregular verb is the rule

C 41701 V V * RAENG
+ CL(1S)
+ PCA(D.3)

This rule received the subscript + CAN(R'RING) which directs the
entire word to be replaced by the word RING.

Step 3 involved the matching of rules having PCA and/or CAN
subscripts with rules having neither. The match is performed
first by the use of the category symbol, and second by comparing
the result of executing the PCA and/or CAN subscript to the
right-side of rules without these subscripts. (The CAN was used
when both it and PCA occurred in the same rule.) For each such
match the same rule number and a different duplication number
was assigned to the rules involved. (If the match involved a
rule with only a PCA, the PCA was changed to a CAN.)
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The result of this step was a series of commands by which
DICT UP performed the above corrections. After the update was
performed, the above rules (along with the rules they matched)
now look as follows':

C 2099 V N AMT
D 1 + CL(5)

+ GD(N)

C 2099 V N * AEMT
D 2 + CL(8)

+ GD(P)
+ CAN(D.3)

C 24574 V A * SENSIBEL
D 1 + PV

+ SV(S)

C 24574 V A * SENSIBL
D 2 + CV

+ IN

+ CAN(I.l'E)

C 25909 V V * RING
D 1 + CL(48)

C 25909 V V * RAENG
D 3 + cL(15)

+ PcA(D.3)
+ CAN(R'RING)

During this dorrection proces's, rules originally having
rule numbers 2836, 25598, and 41701 were eliminated.
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2.1.3 Transfer Conversion

The conversion of the existing transfer grammars from RFMS
Fl to RFMS F2 was divided into three steps. The first two steps
were concerned with preparing the input. Step One extracted the
rule number and left- and right-sides. Changing each left cate-
gory symbol to an abbreviated form such as N, V, or A, it sorted
the information by rule number. It then arranged the information
into a structure having the property that any rule could be ac-
cessed directly by knowing only its rule number.

Step Two performed the same operations for the 160,000
unique interlingual substitution symbols. The information which
was retained in this step was the indication of which of the
names was English.

The third step was the actual program which converted each
RFMS Fl transfer rule to the new RFMS F2 format.

The German transfer grammar has been successfully converted.
The following are examples of the present form of entries:

C 1509 V CONFUSED
A CAT(N)
N TM(DURCHEINANDER)

C 1515 V DEDUCE
A CAT(V)
N TM(ENTNEHM)

C 7107

C 37235

(The value of the subscript CAT represents the left side of the
German dictionary rule; the value of TM, the right side.)
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2.2 Systems Programs

The following systems programs were constructed:

a) Word grammar compilation

1) Word grammar sort (WORD GS)

2) Word grammar tree construction (WORD TC)

b) Word Analysis (WORD A)

c) Transfer grammar compilation

1) TranSfer grammar sort (TRAN GS)

These are described in the following pages.



2.2.1.1 Word Grammar Sort

Using word grammar rules in RFMS F2 loader-format, the Word
Grammar Sort program (WORD GS) creates and sorts records to be
used as input to WORD TC, the Word Tree Construction prow-am.
A record is created for each left- or right-side term in each
rule. Thus, for a rule containing one left-side term and two
right-side terms, three records would be created. A description
of the types of records created follows.

Each sort record contains a number denoting its term f)osi-
tion. Left-side terms are assigned the term number 0; right-side
terms are numbered from right to left, beginning with the term
number 1. The following rule shows such term numbers listed
above their respective terms.

0 3 2 1

C 25 V WORD V LB V NO V RB

(rule number) (left-side term) (right-side terms...)

For the left-side term of a word grammar rule, a sort record
is created which contains a sort key consisting of:

a) the term number 0

b). the left category symbol

c) all other left-side information, i.e., left-subscripts,
left-operators, etc.

and a sort data area consisting of:

e) rule number

b) any dummy term information. (In tEe rule, as opposed
to the record being created, this information follows
the right-side terms.)

For each right-side term of a word grammar rule, a sort re-
cord is created which contains a sort key consisting of:

a) term number (right side terms are numbered from right
to left, as shown above)

b) right category symbol

c) all other right-side information for the term being
processed, i.e., right-subscripts, right-operators, etc.

and a sort data area consisting of:

a) rule number

b) number of total right-side terms for the rule.

For the example shown above, the following sort records



would be created:

a) the record for the left-side term, which contains--

1) 0 (term number)

2) WORD (left category symbol)

3) 25 (rule number

b) the record for the first right-side term, contai ni ng

1) 3 (term number)

2) LB (right category symbol)

3) 25 (rule number)

4) 3 (number of right-side terms)

c) the record for the second right-side term, containing

]) 2 (term number)

2) NO (right category symbol)

3) B (right operator)

4) 25 (rule number)

5) 3 (number of right-side terms)

d) the record for the third right-side term, containing

]) 1 (term number)

2) RB (right category symbol)

3) B (right operator)

4) 25 (rule number)

5) 3 (number of right-side terms).

All records created are in a format amenable to processing by the
CDC 6600 SORT/MERGE routine.

WORD GS invokes the SORT/MERGE routine. Upon completion of
the sort, all terms for all rules will be grouped according to
term numbers.
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2-2.1;2 Word Grammar Tree Construction

From the Vord Grammar rule terms produced by WORD GS, the
Word Tree Construction provam (WORD TC) generates the internal
structure of the Word Grammar which will be used in the Word
Analysis program. Each entry in the input file represents a term
in a Word Grammar rule.

WORD TC produces a file amenable to processing by Word Analy-
sis. This file contains the following three tables:

a) Subscript Packages Table containing the unique Subscript
Packages (i.e., all information pertinent to the term)
and their associated rule numbers;

b) Category Symbols Table containing Category Symbols and
the addresses in the Subscript Package Table where
those Subscript Packages associated with successive Ca-
tegory Symbols are found;

c) Category Symbols Addresses Table (located in the Cate-
gory Symbols Table) containing addresses of Category
Symbols for successive rule terms.

Each first term (i.e., the left-most term on the right-side
of a rule) contains a pointer to its associated left-side term.
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2.2.2 Word Analysis

A partial description of Word Analysis (WORD A), which was
still being worked on at the completion of the second year of the
contract, appears here. A complete description will be contained
in the third year report.

The compiled word grammar is arranged by columns. Column 1

consists of all terms which are numbered 1, counting the terms
in the rule from right to left; columm 2 consists of all such
number 2 right-side terms; etc. Column 0 is composed of all
left-side terms and their associated dummy terms.

Each column is sorted by category symbol and subscript pack-
age. Associated with each unique category-symbol-and-subscript-
package group is a list of all the rule numbers which contain
this group. Column 0 is sorted by dummy terms as well as cate-
gory symbol and subscript package. The rule numbers for all ter-
minating right-side terms (counting from right to left) contain
a pointer to the left-side term in column O.

The compiled grammar is kept in a random disk file. Its
directory, given a column number and a category symbol, points
exactly to where all such groups containing that category symbol
are found for that column. When the retrieval function, called
F RNOS, is given a column number and category symbol, it returns
a list of all rule numbers, the presence or absence of the four
right side operators (B, E, F, and P) , and the location of the
associated subscript packages.

The workspace is also kept in a random disk file. Each file
entry n.m contains the following information:

1) a pointer to file entry n.(m+1) if it exists,

2) which FE this is: FROM, TO, and NE (Number of Entry)
(note: n.m E TO.NE),

3) pointers to all the FE's this rule builds upon,

4) the computed left-side resulting from antecedent con-
struction,

5) the entire rule constructed from all the terms in the
compiled grammar,

6) condition information.

The directory for the workspace points to the first and
last FE fer each file.

Both the compiled grammar and the workspace.are loaded as
the first step of WORD A. Then each existing file is processed
from left to right.
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The function PT1 (Process Term 1) is called first. It ex-
tracts the category symbol S of the FE and calls F RNOS with S
and a column number of 1. Ifno rule exi.sts for this combina-
tion, the next FE is tried. For each rule number found, the
following instructions are carried out:

1) If an F-operator is present, check whether the file TO4-1
has at least 1 FE with an M-condition. If it does
not, discard this rule number.

2) Check whether this is a one-term rule. If not, go to 7).

3) If a P-operator is present, checK whether the file
FROM-1 has at least one FE with an M-condition. If

it does not, discard this rule number.

4) Make an interim table entry in a table with all the
relevant information.

5) Perform subscript check, value check, and operations.
If the rule applies, perform antecedent (left-side)
construction. If not, discard this interim entry and
rule number.

6) -Create a new FE , discard the interim table entry, and
go to the next rule number.

7) Make a new table entry containing information about:

a) what FE has been matched by which category-sub-
script package, and,

b) what elements can match next, i.e., a column num-
ber (always 2), a file, and a rule nLmber.

After all rule numbers are processed, the operation is re-
peated for the next .FE until no more such FE's exist. At
this stage, all degree 1 rules that can apply for this file have
applied. All degree 2 or greater rules that have partially ap-
plied will have been converted into table entries. If there are
no such table entries remaining, processing is complete for this
file.

The three important items in the table referred to in 7b),
above, are the Column, C, the File, F, and the Rule number, R.
A function, SCAN T, is called, which computes the next file to
be processed and all associated values of C. This next file
chosen by SCAN T is the greatest file not exceeding the last
file processed.

For each value of C a function PTX (Process Term n, where
n>1) is called. It is similar to PT1 described earlier. The
main difference is that for ech rule number retrieval by F RNOS
a check is made against the table to determine whether the pro-
per combination of C, F, and R are present in order for the new
term to continue the rule. If there is a match, a new table



entry is constructed which contains all the previous information
but with C increased by one and with a new value for F. The old
entry is not modified, however, as it could still be built upon.

If the rule has ended, items 3) through 6) of PT1 are also
performed, and a pointer to the new. FE is placed in a list of
newly created FE's .

After PTX has been performed for all the values of C for
the next file, PT1 is executed for all the items in the newly-
created FE list. In addition, any new FE's will also be
placed on this list and subsequently processed.

This entire process is repeated for the next FE until the
file is exhausted. SCAN T is then called again to pick the next
file and column numbers to process. When this process finishes,
control then returns to the main program where the entire process
is repeated for the next available file.
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2.2.3 Transfer. (Normal:form).:Grammar'Sort

Usi.ng the transfer (no.rmal form) gramMar rules as input, the
Transfer Grammar Sort program (IRAN GS) creates and sorts records
consisting of

a) right-side terms of an explicit rule or an alpha switch
rule

b) any associated set of subscripts

c) any alpha switch rule information pertaining to an ex-
plicit rule, and

d) an associated left-side term.

The file consisting of these sorted records will be used as input
Vo the Transfer Tree Construction program (TRAN TC).

The transfer (normal form) rules are coded by the linguists
in a format representing a simple tree with right-pointers indi-
cating continuation of rules and down-pointers indicating alter-
nate rules with the same structure for nodes in 1-(n-i), where
n is any node. The operators A and B in the input rule determine
the shalie of the new tree. The A operator indicates a node and
the B operator indicates a specific branch to which a right-side
term is to be attached.

When a right-side term in an input transfer rule (explicit
rule) contains the operator A, a new pseudo rule (alpha switch
rule) is created for this term and information indicating the
creation of the new rule is added to the sort record for the
explicit rule. One sort record is created for each input rule
(explicit rule) and for each alpha switch rule.

TRAN GS invokes the CDC 6600 SORT/MERGE routine, and the
resulting file (rearranged according to the A and B operators) is
then used as input to TRAN TC.
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2.3 Supporting Programs

A number of supporting programs were constructed in order to:

a) update the English and German dictionaries (DICT UP)

b) generate displays of the combined German verb and BOND
lists

c) convert the German-English noun list to subscript format

d) convert the English verb list to subscript format

e) convert the combined German verb and BOND lists to sub-
script format

f) enable the workspace output by Dictionary Choi:e to be
processed by the concordance program.

These are described in the following pages.
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.2.3.1 Dictionary .Update

The dictionary update program (DICT UP) performs maintenance
operations on files in dictionary-type format. It deletes, sub-
stitutes, or adds entries in a variety of ways as discussed
below. With the exception of duplicate number changes, no modi-
fications are made to the rule itself.

There are four possible inputs, any of which may be present
or ab'sent with the exception that Tape 2 and Tape 4 may not be
present simultaneously. (If both are present, the file on Tape 2
will be replaced by sorted information from Tape 4.)

The types of input associated with each file are as fopows:

Tape 1 contains the records to be updated. These must be in dic-
tionary-type format and in rule-number/duplication-num-
ber order. If this file is not present, a new file is
generated from the other input files.

Tape 2 contains update records applying to specific rule numbers.
The entries must also be in dictionary format and rule-
number/duplication-number order. Otherwise, they should
appear on Tape 4 which sorts them automatically. These
Update records may perform the following operations--

a) replace an existing record on the file to be
updated (Tape 1) with the Tape 2 correction
record having the same rule number.

b) add a record with its associated rule number
from the correction file (Tape 2) if there is
no matching rule number in the file to be
updated (Tape 1).

c) delete a record from the file to be updated if
the correction record has a rule of zero
length.

d) add a rule to the set of rules containing the
same rule number but different duplication
numbers by assigning either the first avail-
able duplication number, or the duplication
number specified in the correction record.
(If the existing record of the same rule
number (Tape 1) has a duplication number of
0, it is changed to 1 and the correction
record from Tape 2 is assigned the duplica-
tion number 2.)

Tape 3 contains additional records with no assigned rule numbers.
Their format is somewhat different in that the rule
number in the first word of the record is ignored and
the rule number data set in the body of the rule is
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omitted. This program inserts the newly assigned rule
number into both places in the appropriate form.

The program assigns rule numbers to these rules when-
ever gaps occur in the file being created (Tape 5).
Any remaining rules on the additionM file (Tape 3) are
added at the end with consecutive rule numbers. The
duplication numbers are copied. A sequence of rules
with a unique duplication number is assigned the same
rule number, i.e., the same rule number is assigned to
any sequence of numbers until a dupliCation number of
0 or 1 is encountered.

Tape 4 contains the same types of records as Tape 2. It is used
when such records are not in rule-number/duplication-
number order. The program sorts the records on this
file, adds them to Tape 2, and proceeds as if the
input had been Tape 2 initially.

The output consists of the updated dictionary on Tara 5,
printed output displaying all updates made to the dictionary, and
appropriate statistics. Tape 5 contains records in dictionary-
type format.

The program is designed so that there are routines to per-
form all the update functions and a routine that decides which
function is to be performed, depending on a) which files are
empty, and b) the relationships among the values of rule numbers
and duplication numbers of records in the three input files and
the last record written on the updated file (Tape 5).

Initially the program determines whether the corrections
file (Tape 4) is empty. If it is noi, these records are sorted
by rule-number/duplication-number to Tape 2. If Tape 4 is empty,
corrections are taken from Tape 2. Then the first record of each
file is read and the program performs updating operations as out-
lined in the input file description.

The organization of the program consists of a main logic
program which handles the major part of the updating manipula-
tions and several subroutines. The subroutines handle such
functions as reading input records, writing new files of updated
records, generating print output, page skipping of print output,
and generating printable rule form.

The totals printed at the conclusion of the program, i.e.,
after all the input files are empty, provide the following
statistics:

a) numbe'r of old file records read from Tape I

b) number Of correction records read from Tape 2

c) number of addition records (without rule numbers) added
from Tape 3
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number:of..TecOrds deleted from Tape:,1

e) number, of:old,file re:coi-ds:froth'Tape. tb.which the du-
. pli6.atrOn nuthber I was added

0 number of records added from the correction file on
Tape 2

g) number of records replaced on Tape 1

h) total nuMber of output records written on Tape 5.

The program also produces error diagnostics for invalid
operations and data, e.g., out of range rule number, out of range
record length, attempt to delete non-existent record, and rule
out of order.



2.3.2 Processing of the Bond List and

the German Verb List

A number of programs having the name BOND n (where "n" is a

number) were discussed in the monthly reports of the second year
of the contract period. Four of these are described below.

BOND 1 compares the German Verb List and the Bond List and pro-
duces a merged German-Bond List and a display. Entries
with corresponding request numbers in the original
lists are combined into the German-Bond List. Any en-
try without an associated entry in both original files
is displayed separately.

BOND 2 sorts the merged German-Bond List according to prefix-stem
and displays the entire sorted list.

BOND 3 separates the German-Bond List into entries with a German
part and only one English equivalent. The output of
this program was used as input when these lists were
subsequently converted to their combined subscript
format.

BOND 4 sorts the separated German-Bond List (produced by BOND 3)
in any order and in any of the four factorial possibi-
lities based on the following items:

prefix-stem, German

English equivalent

S subject information

area of provenience (domain).

Any of the four items may be omitted, resulting in the
exclusion of all instances of the omitted item from the
display. An additional feature of this program allows
sorting of only those entries which contain items S,
D, or both.



2.3.3 Conversion of the German-English

Noun List to Subscript Format

Entries in the original German-English noun list (A through
KA in Wildhagen [ 4 ]) were encoded as follows:

N G; E { S E }*

the referents of these symbols are

N = German noun

G = gender information (i.e., M F N PL)

E = English equivalent encoded as (P) EW 0

P = optional area of provenience (domain) information

EW = an English Phrase

0 = optional object information consisting of a German
preposition, GP, and an English preposition, EP,
encoded as [GP; EP]

S = separator characters , and ;

{X}*=:'implies that X can occur any number of times.

Examples:

1. ABSCHIEBUNG F; DEPORTATION

2. ABONNENT M; SUBSCRIBER [AUF: TO]

3. ABORT M; (MED) ABORTION, MISCARRIAGE

4. ABREISSBLACK M; MEMORANDUM-BLOCK, TEAR-OFF BLOCK

The conversion of an entry gave each unit of information its
own line as follows:

line 1 = N word count
line 2 = GD(G)

line 11 = EW word count
The first E line 12 = <P>

line 13 = OP(GP)

line 21 = EW word

= OB(EP)

count
The second E line 22 = <P>

line 23 = OB(GP) = OB(EP)

Word count consisted of the number of words in N or EW minus the
number of hyphens.

Once an Englist equivalent contained area of provenience
information, this same (P) with the addition of the asterisk was
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assigned to all the
have a (P) . (Cf.

After conversion,
fo 1 1

following English equivalents which did not
examples 3 above and below.)

the entries given as examples above appear
as ows

1. GNO 468 1 ABSCHIEBUNG 1

GNO 468 2 GD(F)
GNO 468 11 DEPORTATION 1

2. GNO 406 1 ABONNENT 1

GNO 406 2 GD(M)
GNO 406 11 SUBSCRIBER 1

GNO 406 13 oci(AuF) = oe(To)

GNO 410 1 ABORT 1

GNO 410 2 GD(M)
GNO 410 11 ABORTION 1

GNO 410 12 <MED>
GNO 410 21 MISCARRIAGE 1

GNO 410 22 <MED>*

4. GNO 434 1 ABREISSBLACK I
GNO 434 2 GD(M)
GNO 434 11 MEMORANDUM - BLOCK 2-1
GNO 434 21 TEAR - OFF BLOCK 3-1
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... 2.3:4 Conversi:on of 1.1 inglish Verb List (Hornby)

A program was designed to convert entries from the old
English verb list to a subscripted form. Each entry in the verb
list contained a main verb followed by one or more P-descriptors.

Each P-descriptor associated with a main verb was converted
according to a format specified by the linguists. Thus, a new
entry was created for each P-descriptor. Each new entry contained
the main verb and a set of subscripts determined by the particu-
lar descriptor. These entries were then sorted, first according
to the main verb and then according to the P-descriptor.

The request number for each occurrence of identical verbs
was the same. The line numbers ranged from 001-008 to (n-1)1-
(n-1)8, where n was the number of occurrences of a specific verb.
For example:

Request number

NEVxxxx

Line number

001

Entry

main verb + word count for
line 001

NEVxxxx 002 TY( )

NEVxxxx 003 TS( )

NEVxxxx 004 k.FS( )

NEVxxxx 005 TO( )

NEVxxxx 006 oB( )

NEVxxxx 007 RA( )

NEVxxxx 008 P-descriptor used in conversion

An example of the form of an original English entry:

EVL0004089 FIDGIT VI VT P21 P1H

EVL0019234 FIDGIT WITH P24K

The form of the converted entry is:

NEV1852001 FIDGIT

NEV1852002 TY( VT,V.I )

NEV1852005 TO( HU )

NEV1852008 P21 P1H

NEV1852011 FIDGIT 1

NEV1852012 TY( VT )

NEV1852015 TO( IN,AB )

NEV1852016 011( WITH )

NEY1852018 P24K
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2.3.5 Conversion of the Bond List and the German
Verb Lists to Subscript Format

A program was designed to convert simultaneously the German
verb list and its English translation equivalents (the BOND list)
to subscripted form. The input to this program consisted of the
German verb list merged by request numbers with the BOND list.

Each German entry was converted according to a set of rules
supplied by the linguists. Next, each BOND entry or entries for
a specific German entry was converted according to the descriptor
patterns within each English entry. The entire list was then
sorted according to the German verbs, using a prefix-stem sort.
The BOND entries within each German entry were sorted alphabeti-
cally by line 000 of the converted list.

The program produced a combined German-BOND list in sub-
scripted form. The request number for a German entry and all its

associated English entries was the same. The line numbers in-
creased sequentially within a complete entry.

For example,

Request No. Line No. Entry

GBDxxxx 000 [PREFIX] Verb + no. words
1;ne 000 no. words in

main verb

GBDxxxx 001 TY( )

GBDxxkx 002 FS( )

GBDxxxx 003 TS( )

GBDxxxx 004 DS( )

GBDxxxx 005 OB( )

GBDxxxx 006 TO( )

GBDxxxx 007 RA( )

GBDxxxx 008 OA( )

GBDxxxx 009 AUX( )

GBDxxxx 010 Entire old German entry (in-
cluding old request no.)

GBDxxxx *n0 Main verb [ADPREP] [NOISE] +
no. of words in nO counting
only the Main verb and the
ADPREPS

GBDXxxx nl TY( )

GBDxxxx n2 FS( )
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GBD2798030 AUS WASCH 2-1

GBD2798031 TY ( VT )

GBD2798035 OB( A + AUS )

GBD2798036 TO( + * )

GBD2798038 GD SCHMUTZ

GBD2798039 (GD SCHMUTZ) WASH OUT OF



.2.36 Concordance .of he Dictionary
Chaice.Vorkspace:

Two programs were constructed to enable the workspace out-
put from Dictionary Choice to be processed by the concordance
program in order to gain statistics on situations involving com-
pounding and ending rules. Below is a brief, :very general ex-
planation of what the programs do, followed by an extensive
examp.le.

The Program CONDCOP takes as input the workspace output by
Dictionary Choice and builds three lists from it as follows:

a) the character strings of all words which had only one
rule spanning them. This list was designed as text
that could be re-analyzed by the dictionary and choice
programs.

b) all words which had more than one rule spanning them.
This list contains a separate entry for each unique
span of the word in question. The information con-
tained in each entry includes the character string of
.the entire word and the left-side of the rule that
analyzed and the character string of each subspan
and its associated left-side. This list was designed
to be.pracessed by the concordance program.

c) the left-side terms of List b) in two different formats.
This list was designed to be processed'by the glossary
program.

The second program, CONVRT 1, takes List b) above as input
and preprocesses it for the concordance program by a set of
rules. The output is a new list utilizing the non-standard pro-
cessing mode of the concordance program where only those items
desired to be concorded are tagged accordingly.

EXAMPLE

Take as text the 22-character string:

°VOLL'ENTLANG°ZUFOLGE°

Process the text by Dictionary Analysis and Choice (K-option
off) with the rules:

C 5 V ,ENDG * E

+ TY(E) B

C 76 V.ENDG * ZU
+ TY.(ZU) P
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C 91

c 94

C 96

C 106

C 107

C 253

C 393

C 700

C. 999

V

+

+
+

+

A

CV
IN

PV(0)
SV(S)

* VOLL

V PRFX * ENT.

V A * LANG

V V * FOLG

V PREP * ZU

V PREP * ENTLANG
+ GC(D)
+ POS(POST)

V PREP * ZUFOLGE
+ GC(D)
+ POS(POST)

V N * FO'LGE
+ CL(34)
+ GD(F)

V SPACE

This results in the simulated workspace diagrammed below:

V 0 L L ENTLANG°

999 . 91 999 94

253

96
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6 1

ZUFOLG

T3 6

107

393

106

700

59 9



CONDCOP processes the Ahree words (sequInC.e of 'characters
between M-symbols) in the workspace and generates as output the
three lists as follows:

List (1)

DC1 1 VOLL

List (2)

DC2 1 .ENTLANG. ENT LANG -PRFX -A *PREP:GC(D):POS(POST)*

DC2 2 .ZUFOLGE. ZU FOLG E -ENDG:TY(ZU) -V -ENDG:TY(E)
*PREP:GC(D):POS(POST)*

DC2 3 .ZUFOLGE. ZU FOLGE -ENDG:TY(ZU) .;q4:CL(34):GD(F)
*PREP:GC(D):POS(POST)*

DC2 4 .ZUFOLGE. ZU FOLG E -PREP -V -ENDG:TY(E)
*PREP:GC(D):POS(POST)*

DC2 5 .Z1.101GE. ZU FOLGE -N:CL(34):GD(F)
*PREP:GC(D):POS(POST)* (

List (3)

DC3 1 PRFX-A*PREP:GC(D):POS(POST)*
*PREP:GC(D):POS(POST)*PRFX-A

DC3 2 ENDG:TY(ZU)-V-ENDG:TY(E)*PREP:GC(D):POS(POST)*
*PREP:GC(D):POS(POST)*ENDG:TY(ZU)-V-ENDG:TY(E)

DC3 3 ENDD:TY(20-N:CL(34):DD(F)*PREP:DC(D):POS(POST)*
*PREP:DC(D):POS(POST)*ENDD:TY(ZU)-N:CL(34):DD(F)

DC3 4 PREP-V-ENDG:TY(E)*PREP:GC(D):POS(POST)*
*PREP:GC(D):POS(POST)*PREP-V-ENDG:TY(E)

DC3.5 PREP-N:CL(34):GD(F)*PREP:GC(D):POS(POST)*
*PREP:GC(D):POS(POST)*PREP-N:CL(34):GD(F)

The four entries for ZUFOLGE come from the four unique
spans:

1) 76 106
2) 76.-. 700
3) 10.7 106 5

4) 107 700



CONVRT 1 processes List b) data and adds the character "t"
in positions that can be calculated by a set of rules to be de-
fined below. Also, any unit of data that does not generate at
least one "t" will be eliminated from the output.

The rules are divided into two classes: one or more arith-
metic assignment statements and one logical function.

The arithmetic assignment statements are used to define
variables that will be used in the logical function. They have
the form:

A = { - 1 * }1 { CS }1 { { :SN }1 { / }1 { ( { BO I UO I

SV I ° } ) }1 }*

where A = any letter of the alphabet

CS = category symbol

SN = subscript name

UO = unary operator

BO = binary operator

SV = subscript value

° = blank space

{ X }1 = X may occur either zero or one time only

{ X }* = X may occur any number of times including zero

{XIV} = eitherXor Y

The arithmetic assignment statements in effect define skele-
tons of the left-side terms of the List b) data which will be
used for comparison purposes in conjunction with the logical
function.

The logical function G can be defined by the.BNF grammar:

G = * F

F = A

F =.F , A-

F = F + A

F = ( F )

where A is a variable defined by an arithmetic assignment state-
ment. Comma stands for or and plus stands for and.
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Examples of rules CONVRT 1 might.use to preprocess t e

List b) data:

1) A=:GC
*A

Concord those entries which have a subscript name (SN)

of "GC" on the SN itself.

A=-N

C=-A
*A,B,C

Concord on the "-" followed directly by the category Symbol
(CS) those entries which have at least one subspan having
a CS of "N", "V", or."A".

A=-ENDG:TY(E)
B=-ENDG:TY(ZU)
*A,B

Concord on the "-" followed directly by the CS those en-
tries containing a subspan having a CS of "ENDG" with a
SN of "TY" with either, a subscript ,value(SV) "E" or "ZU".

4) A=-N
B=-V
C=*PREP
*(A,B)+C

5)

f

1:

Concord on the "-" followed directly by the CS and on 0-.3
"*" followed directly by the CS those entries containing
a subspan having a CS of either "N" or "V" with a complete
span having a CS of "PREP". In other words, all cases
where a noun or a verb (in conjunction with any number of
other terms) has been rewritten as a preposition.

A=(D)
*A

Concord on the SV those dntries having a SV of "D".
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VONCLUSION

Linguistic work during the period was directed at expanding
the dictionaries for both German and English. The number of
lexical items coded was increased, as were the features noted for
each item. The coding involved linguists ih some of the most
complex problems of linguistic description, such as the treatment
of adverbs and extended forms of verbs. Adverbs have unfortun-
ately not been adequately classified in any of the grammars, and
accordingly a new system of classification has had to be devel-
oped. Fortunately the extended forms of German verbs have been
treated in a recent monograph, which was used as a start for our
own lexical analysis. These extended forms are particularly
difficult in having a small group of verbs used primarily to
depict the verbal component and nouns combined with them to carry
the semlntic portion of the expression.

Like the linguistic analysis, programming is proceeding ac-
cording to schedule. Imaginative programs have enabled us to
identify the specific problems encountered in our texts. Others
make up the massive set of programs necessary to manage the deep
as well as the surface structures of language. If the current
momentum can be maintained, we should be capable of carrying out
on schedule the projected demonstration of German-to-English
translation.
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: VERB MORPHOLOGY

'

(;)

VB
PS (3)

NU (S)

TN.(PR)

VB
.,R1 (04)

EN (01,04,07,20 )

V.
CL (03)

1..
WALK

EN (01,04,07 ;20)

L (03)

END
EN(04)

VS
PS(1,2,3)
NU (S ,P)

TN (PA)
FM (PAPL)

V13

R1(20)

END
EN (20)

ALK
ED

VB
P5(1,2 '1,2,3)/

NU(S'P)
TN (PR)

FM(1NF)

1(01)

N(01,04,07,20)

V.

L(03)

ALK



a) = dictionary classification of verb

b) = identification of ending

c) = redundancy rule which indicates the set of endings the verb
may concatenate with

d) = stem-ending concatenation

e) = redundancy rule specifying the grammatical features of the,.
verb form

()Set ;
is not included in the word grammar but is part of the

synta .

rule

S/C
Class

Base:

Dictionary Verb Classes:

3 Present
Sing. Partic.

Past
Past
Partic.

Example

01 E ES ING ED ED revolv

02 + ES ING ED ED reach
miss

03 + S ING ED ED soar

04 + S BING BED BED rub

05 + S DING DED DEC,' stud

06 + S GING GED GED plug

07 + S KING KED KED panic
frolic

08 + S LING LED LED pal
...,

09 +. 5 MING MED MED stem

10 + S NING NED NED don

11 + S PING PED PED stop

12 + S RING. .RED RED blur

13 + SES SING SED SED .gas

14 + S TING TED TED knit

15 .1. ZES ZING ZED ZED quiz

16 + S ING D D agree

17 + S ING ED N show

18 + S ING + + read

19 + S ING dream

20 + ES ING focus

21 E ES ING mak
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S/C
Class

Base 3

Sing.
Present.
Parti

P
.t

sc.

Past
Parti c.

Exam.ple

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

+

+

E

+

+

.

-

S

S

ES

S

ES

ING

ING

ING

ING

ING

+

E

+

+

+

ED

N

N

+

N

EN

EN..

+

ED

+

wove

swor

unwound

see

eat

giv

f ell
ate

cut

cutt

cry
imply

cri
impli

l ain

.Dicilonary Rules for V Endings:

'V END
+ EN(02,34)

V END
+ EN(03)

V END
+ EN(04)

V END
+ EN(05)
D

V END
+ EN(06)

= * E

= * ES

*=. 7k. S

= *- SES

= * ZES
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V END
+ EN(08)

* ING

* BING

V END = * DING
+ EN,09,

V END = * GING
+ EN(l0)

V END
+ EN(10
D

* KING



V END
+ EN (12 )

V. END
+ EN (13 )

V END
+ EN (14)

V END
'+ EN (15)

V END
+ EN (16)

V END
+ EN (17)

V END
+ EN (1 8)

V END
+ EN (1 9).

V END
+ EN ( 20)

V END
+ EN (2 1) .

= L I NG

= * M I NG

= * N I NG

= P I NG

= * RING

= * SI NG

= * TING. .

= * ZING

= * EP

= .1Pc BED

V END
+ EN (22)

V END
+ EN (23)

B.

V END = * KED
+ EN (24)

V END
+ EN (25)

V END
+ EN (26)

V END
+ EN (27)

. V END
+ EN (28)

V END
+ EN (31)

= * 'DED

= * GED

= * LED

* MED

= * NEb

= * PED

V END = RED
4. EN (23)

B.

V END = * SED
+ EN (30)

= * TED
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V END.
+ EN(32)

R.
13... .

V.'END
EN(33)

= *.-ZED

* D.

V END
-.+ EN(37)

B'

V END
+ EN(38) .

Values of the S/C EN (endimg of verbs

= N.

= *.EN

):

01

02
-: 03

04

=
=

.

'0 as base ending
E

11

ES a§ 3 'sg..eding
S

II

05 - SES 11

06 ZES 11

07 = ING as prpl. ending
08 = BING 11

09 = DING 11

1.0 = .. GING "
11 =-.. KING 11 ..

12 = 'LING 11

13 -.... MING
14 = NING 11

15 = P.ING 11

16 = RING 11

17 = SING II

18 TING 11

19 = ZING 11

20 = ED as past and papl. ending *
21 = BED 11

22 = DED H

23 = GED 11

24 = KED 11

25
26

=
=

LED \

MED. 11

27 = NED 11

28 = PED 11

29 = RED 11

30 = SED 11

31 = TED 11

32 = ZED 11

33 = D
11

34 . E as past ending
35 = 0 as past ending
36 = 0 as papl. ending
37 =

.

N 11

38 . EN 11
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* In the verb class CL(17), ED forms only the past.
In the redundancy rule V = V

EN(....20) CL(17)

which defines the endings that go with class 17, the S/C NP (not
Bapl) is added.
In the redundancy rule VB = VB

PS RI

NU
TN

which defines the person, number, etc. of the full verb, the S/C
FM(PAPL) is introduced only if the S/C NP is not present in the
VB label.

0 Redundancy Rules Dominating :

V V

+ EN(02,03,07,20)
A 2

V V
+ EN(01,03,07,20)
A 2.

V V.

+ EN(01,04,07,20)
A 2

V V

+ EN(01,04,08,21)
A 2

V V

+ EN(01,04,09,22)
A.2

V V

EN(01,04,07,20,37)
+ NP
A 2

= V V

$ CL(01)

= V V
$ CL(02)

= V V
$ CL(03)

= V V
$ CL(04)

69.

V V
$ CL(05)

= V V

$ CL(17)



:."....
. . ..

Ver'l 0.14s ntl.i n.gConea tena fi:on Rules :.

V VB = V V V END
+*3.1R I $ EN . 2.1EN
A 2

3

V VB = V V

$ 2,1RI $ 114(O1,35,36)
A 2

0 Redundancy Rules Dominating VB:

V VB = V VB
+ PS.(1,2'1,2,3)/ $ .RI (01,02)
+ NU (S'.P)

+ TN(PR)..:
+ FM(INF)
A 2

V VB
+ PS(3)
+ NU (S)
+ TN.( P.R.).

A 2

.V VB
FM(PREL)

. A 2

V VB
+ PS(1,2,3)
+ NU(S,P)
+ TN(PA)
+ FK(PAPL)
A 2

V VB
+ PS.(1,Z.,3)
+ NU(S,P)
+ TN(PA)
A 2

V VS
+ PS (1,2,3)'
+ NU(S,P)
+ TN(PA)
A 2

V VB
+ FM (PAPL)A 2

= . V VS
$ RI (03,04,05,06)

= V VB
$ RI (07,08,09,1001,12,13,

114,15,16,11,18,19)

= .V° VB

$ RI (20;21,22,23°,24,25,26,
27,28,29,30,31,32,33)

* NP

= V VB
$ NP
$ R1(20)

= V VB
$ RI (34,35)

= V VB
$ R1(36,37,38).
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Pseudo-
Positives

ADJ
PSEUDO
CL(C1,A1)

ADJECTIVE MORPHOLOGY

Positives

ADJ ADJ ADJ
CL(P2,A3, CL(P1) CL(RG)

C1)

A A END A A

CL(C1, CL(P2, EN(02) CL(P1) CL(RG)
Al) (DI Pck?; 10

1

READI SIMPL E READY VAST

ADJ
CMP

ADJ
PSEUDO.
CL(C1,

Al)

ADJ
.CMP

ADJ.
PSEUDO
CL(P2,

A3,

Comparatives

ADJ
CMP

A0J
CL(RG)

A' END A END A

CL(C1, EN(C1) CL(P2, EN(C1) CL(RP)
Al) CMP ' A3, CMP

;1)

READI ER SIMPL ER

Adverbs

ADV ADV

A END A END
CL(P2, EN(A3) CL(RG) EN(A1)

'ck?,

SIMPL Y VAST LY

END:
EN:(C1)

CMP

VAST ER

71

ADJ
CMP

ADJ.

CL(P2,C2,A3)

PkE A

CMP CL(P2t
C2,

MORE.CA1:

END
EN((02)



ADJ
SUP

Superlatives,

ADJ
SUP

ADJ
SUP

ADJ ADJ ADJ.
PSEUDO PSEUDO 'CL(Rd)
CL(C1, CL(P2,

A3,
C1)

A END A END A END
CL(C1, EN(C1) CL(P2, EN(C1) CL(RG) EN(C1)

Al) SUP . A3, SUP'

C1)

SUP

READI EST .SIMPL EST VAST EST

ADJ
SUP

BEST

ADJ
SUP.

ADJ
CL(P2,C2,A3)

PRE .A END
SUP CL(P2, EN(02)

C2,
A3)

MOST CAP.ABL

ADJ
SUP

LEAST

'a)

..b)

c)

d)

= dictionary classification of adjective

= identification of ending

= stem-ending concatenation rule

= rule concatenating positjve (or pseudo-
positive) with comparative and super-
lative endings or mote and m04t
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(a) Adjective Dictionary Classes:

Webster Class Pos. Com . + Su .

A-A CL(RR*) more most

A-B CL(P1,C2) + more most

A-C CL(P1,C2,A2) + more most

A-D CL(P1) +

A-E CL(P2,C2,A3) e more most

A-F CL(P1,C2,A4) more most

A-G CL(C1,A1) er est

A-H CL(A1)

A-J CL(RG*) + er est

A-L CL(P2,C1,A5) e er est

A-M CL(P1,A4) +

A-N CL(P2,C1,A3) e er est

A-P CL(P1,C1) + er est

A-Q CL(P1,C1,A4) + er est

A-R CL(P1,C1,A3) + er. est

A-S CL(P2,A,3)

A-T CL(P2,C1) e er est

Pip

A010(x) CL(P1,C3,A1) + ger gest

A011(x) CL(P1,C4,A1) mer mest

A012(x) CL(P1,C5,A1) + ner nest

A013(x) CL(P1,C6,A1) + ber best

A014(x) CL(P1,C7,A1) + ter test

A015(x) CL(P1,C8) + der dest

A016(x) CL(P1,C5) + ner nest

A017(x) CL(P1,C7) + ter test

A018(x) CL(P1,C3) + ger gest

A019(x) CL(P1,C4) + mer mest

*regular, Germanic

Adv. Exam le:

ly

ally

Y

+

ly

ly

ly

ely

--,.

y

+

lateral

Greek

photographic

ready

capabl

baby-like

readi

benedictori

vast

clos

far

simpl, abl

few

low

full

singl

whit

ly snug

ly dim

ly thim

ly '. glib, drab

ly hot

red

tan

fat

big

trim

Onset: Vowel onset is marked by the S/C ON-without.values;
consonant onset is unmarked.
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Adjective
Endings:

. :-endtng V END

V END
+ EN

(AI)
+ A.V

V END
+ EN (A2)+ AV
0.

V END
+ EN (A3)+ AV

V END
+

EN(A5)+ AV

V END
+

EN(C I )+ .CMP

V- END
+

EN (C1 )+ SUP

V END
+ EN (C3)+ CMP

V END
+ EN

(C3).+ SUP

V END
+ EN

(C/1)+ CMP

E

=
LY

= '-.1c
ALLY

= *
ELY

* ER

= *
EST

= *
GER

=
GEST

=
MER

71e

.

77

PI = 0 for pos i ive
Ale = 0 for

adverbV END
+ EN

(C/i)+ SUP

V END
= *

NER
+ EN (C5)+ CMP

V END
+ EN

(C.5)+ SUP

V END
+ EN

(C6)+ CMP

V END
+ EN

(C6).4. SUP

V END
+

EN(C7)+
CMP.

END
.

.4-.EN(C.7)+ SUP
D

V END+ EN
(.C8)+ CMP

V END+
EN(C8)+
SUP.

0.

= *
NEST

BER

= *
BEST

= *
TER

= *
TEST

= *
DER

= *
DEST

V PRE
= *

MORE
+ CMP

V
PRE.

+ SUP * MOST



positive

pseudo-
positive

adver43

ADV

Al LY

A2 ALLY

A3 Y

A4 6

A5 ELY

POS

PI 0

P2 E

COMP SUP

CI ER EST

C2 MORE MOST

C3 GER GEST.

C4 .MER MEST

C5 NER NEST

C6 BER BEST

.C7 TER TEST

C8 DER DEST

0 Adjective Concatenation Rules:

V ADJ = V A
$ 2.1 $ CL(RR,RG,P1)
A 2

V ADJ = V A V END
2.1 (-C1) $ CL(P2) $ EN(02)

A 2 B

D 3

(V ADJ = V A
+ PSEUDO $ CL(P2+Cl,Cl+A1)

$

2.1

A
2

t
ADV = V A V ENDV

D 3 $ CL . 2.1EN
$ AV
B

V ADV =VA
$ 2.1 $ ci.(A4)

V ADJ = V ADJ V END
A 3 $ ci. 2.1EN
A 2 * AV

comp. D 3 B

and
super]. V ADJ = V ADJ V END[A

3 $ ci.(RG) $ EN(Cl)
2 B

3
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V ADJ
- A.2

A 3

The label ADJ
PSEUDO

rule.

= V ..PRE, V ADJ
$ CL(C2,RR)

is excluded from any syntactic concatenation

'Word Rules

V WORD = V LB V NO V RB
D 1,2,4

V WORD = V LB V ADJ V RB
D 1,2,4

V WORD = V LB V VB V RB
D 1,2,4

V WORD = V LB V ADV V RB
D 1,2,4



NOUN MORPHOLOGY

NO

NU (P)

NO

RI (03)

EN (01,03)

®
END

CL (02) EN (03)

1

CLASS ES

NO

POS
NU(P)

RI (03)

EN (03)

(10)

LAD I

END
EN(03)

ES
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a). = di.ctionary classjfication of noun

b) = identification'of ending

c) = redundancy rule indicating the set of endings the noun
may occur with

d) = stem-ending concatenation rule

e) = redundancy rule specifying the grammatical features of
the inflected noun. Set e) is not included in the word
grammar but is part of the syntax.

onset: vowel onset is marked in the dictionary:

V N = * ALTAR
+ CL(01)
+ TY(N)
+ ON

Consonant onset is unmarked.

(a) Noun Classes:.

Clas.s Poss Ex:

(if unpredic-
table from
inflectional
endings)

01

02

03

+

+

E

S

ES

ES

work, altar

apparatus, class

chang(e)

04 + , S study, intensity

05 + 1 optics

06 + + 'S sheep, aircraft

07 + + 1 series

08 + 'S men

09 + groats

10 ES studi

11 + E stria, alumna

12 + TA stroma

13 IS ES cris, analys

14 ON A criteri, automat

15 UM A dat

16 US I radi

17 + 'S A, B, C .
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(b) DistLanaly Rules for Noun Endings:

(V ending) V END = *E 01 = 0 for sg
+ EN(02,34)

07 = 0 for pl

02 = e for sg
V END = *IS

34 = e for pl
+ EN(39)

43 = Is

V END = *ON
47

+ EN(40)

V END = *UM
+ EN(41)

V END = *US
+ EN(42)

V END = *IS
+ EN(43)

(V ending) V END = *S
+ EN(04)

(V ending) V END = *ES
+ EN(03).

V END = *TA
+ EN(44)

V END = *A
+ EN(45)

V END = *I

+ EN(46)

V END = *1

+ EN(47)
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V N

+ EN(01,04)
A 2

V N
+ EN(01,03)
A 2

V N

+ EN(02,03)
A 2

V N

+ EN(01)
A 2

V N
+ EN(01)
+ FS
A 2

V N

+ EN(01,07)
A 2

V N
+ EN(01,07)
+ FS
A 2

V N

+ EN(07)
A 2

V N
+ EN(07)
+ FS
A 2

V N

+ EN(03)
A 2

V N

+ EN(01,34)
A 2

Redun.clancY, Rul'es Dominating'

= V N

$ CL(01)

= V N
$ CL(02)

= V N

$ CL(03)

= V N

$ CL(04)

= V N
$ CL(05)

= V N

$ CL(06)

= V N
$ CL(07)

= V N

$ CL(08)

= V N
CL(09)

V N

$ CL(10)

= V N
$ CL(11)

so

V N

+ EN(01,44)
A 2

V N
+ EN (.39,03)
A 2

V N
+ EN (40,45)
A 2

V N
+ EN(41,45)
A 2

V N
+ EN(42,46)
A 2

V N
+ EN(01,43)
A 2
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= V N .

$ CL(12)

= V N
$ CL(13)

= V N
$ CL(14)

= V N

$ CL(15)

= V N
CL(16)

=. V N
$ CL(17)



i

El) Noun Concatenation Rules:

Singular and Plural:

V NO = V N V END
$*3.1R1 $ EN . 2.1EN
A 2
D 3

V NO = V N

$ 2.1RI $ EN(01,07)
A 2

Possessives:

V NO = V NO V END
+ POS $ RI(39,42) $ EN(47)
+ NU(S)
A 2
D 3

V NO = V NO V END
+ POS $ RI(04,03) $ EN(47)
+ NU(P)
A 2
D 3

V NO = V NO V END
+ POS $ RI(01,02, $ EN(43)
+ NU(S) 40,41) B

A 2 * FS
D 3

V NO . = V NO V END
+ POS $ RI(07,34, $ EN(43)
+ NU(P) 44,45,46) B

A 2 * FS
D 3

V NO mT V NO
$ RI(01)

V. END

+ POS $ EN(47)
+ NU(S) $ FS B

A 2
D 3

V NO = V NO V END
+ POS $ RI(07) . $ EN(47)
+ NU(P) $ FS B

A 2
D 3
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Redundandy Rifles Dorninating W :

V NO
+ NU(S)

. A 2

V NO
+ NU(P)
A 2
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v NO
$ R1(01,02,39,

40,41,42)

V NO
$ R1(43,04,03,

07,34,44,45,46)



APPENDIX B



A ADJECTIVE OR ADVERB (PHRASE) (VALUE OF CONJUNCTION FEATURE
*CONNECTS OR INTRODUCES* (CI)1

AUJECT/VE (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURE *MODIFIERS* (MU)]

AG

AS

AC

AL

ADVERSATIVITY (VALUE FOR FEATURE *TYPE* (TY) USED WITH
ADVERBS, CONJUNCTIONS, AND PREPOSITIONS; VALUE FOR
PREPOSITION FEATURE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF COMPLEMENT* (TC)]

s ANTE (s PRE .POSEU) RELEVANT FOR MODIFIERS OF NP, At AV, OR
NU ONLY (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURE *POSITION* (POS)]

= ACCUSATIVE (VALUE FOR ADJECTIVE FEATURE*FORM OF ORJECT*(0101

= ACCUSATIVE (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURES *REQUIRES COMPLEMENT*
(RC) AND *OPT/ONAL COMPLEMENT* (0C)]

ACCUSATIVF (VALUE FOR VERB FEATUREOCIEEP SUBJECT*(DS)]

= ACCUSATIVE (VALUE FOR VERB FEATURE0OBJECT OR COMPLEMENT
SYNTAXF(08)]

ABSTRACT (VALUE FOR NOUN FEATURE"TYPE/(TY), FOR VERB FEATURF
'TYPE OF SUBJECT' (TS), FOR VERB AND AnJECTIVE FEATURE/TYPE
OF OBJECT* (TID))

s ABSTRACT (VALUE FOR PREPOSITION FEATURE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF
COMPLEMENT* (IC)]

ADJECTIVE COMPLEMENT (FOR SENSORY VERRSt E.G.,'SMELL GOA
(VALUE FOR VERB OR ADJECTIVE FEATUREOREQUIRED AOVERBIALS0
(RA)]

ADJECTIVE COMPLEMENT (VALUE FOR ADVERR FEATURES *REQUIRES
COMPLEMENT* (RC) AND *OPTIONAL COMPLEMENT* (OC)]

TAKES ADJ COMPLEMENT WITHOUTtBE'(VALUE FOR VERR FEATURE
*OBJECT OR COMPLEMENT SYNTAX0(08))

AN/MAL (VALUE FOR NOUN FEATUREVTYPEw(TY), FOR VERB FEATURE
TYPE OF SUBJECTf(TS), FOR VERB AND ADJECTIVE FEATURE0TYPE
OF OBJECT0(TIDO

= ANIMAL (VALUE FOR PREPOSITION FEATURE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF
COMPLEMENT* (TC)]

.fillHEW(E,G09ALS 'THE TIME WHEN I LIVED Y:mEoe) (VALUE FoR NOUN
FEATUREwRELATIVE ADVERB*(RL)]

AN s ANIMATE (VALUE FOR NOUN FEATURE'TYPEO(TY), FOR VE.RB FEATURE
*TYPE OF SUBJECT*(TS), FOR VERB AND ADJECTIVE FEATURE/TYPE
OF OBJECT# (TO)]
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AN = ANIMATE (VALUE FOR PREPOSITION FEATuRE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF
COMPLEMENT* (TC)]

APP =. ARpRoXIMATION ISRECIFICATION OF ADvERR-CONJUNCT/ON-
PREPOSITION VALUE *DEGREE* (CD)/

AV = ADVERB (INCLUDING pRPH) (VALuE FOR ADvERB FEATURE
*MODIFIERS* (MO)]

I: ADVERB (VALUE FoR PREPOSITION FEATURE *REQUIRES COMPLEMENT*
(RC)]

= ANY TYRE oF ADVERB (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURES *REQUIRES
COMPLEMENT* (Rc) AND *OPTIONAL COMPLEMENT* (0C)1

AV DIR = ADVERB OF DIRECTION TO (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURES *REQUIRES
COMPLEMENT* (RC) AND *OPTIONAL COMPLEMENT* (00]

AV OUR = ADVERB OF DURATION (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURES *REQUIRES
COMPLEMENT* (RC) AND *OPTIONAL COMPLEMENT* (001

AV LOC = ADVERB OF LOcATION (VALUE FoR ADVERB FEATURES *REQUIRES
COMPLEMENT* (RC) ANU *OPTIONAL COMPLEMENT* (0C)]

AV MAN = ADVERB oF mANNER (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURES *REQUIRES
COMPLEMENT* (RC) AND *OPTIONAL COMPLEMENT* (00]

AV MSR = ADVERB oF mEASURE (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURES *REQUIRES
COMPLEMENT* (RC) AND *OPTIONAL COMPLEMENT* (OM

AV ORN = ADVERB OF ORIGIN (DIRECT/ON FROM) (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURES
ARM/RES COMPLEMENT* (RC) AND *OPTIONAL COMPLEMENT* (001

AV PLC = ADVERB oF PLACE (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURES *REQUIRES
COMPLEMENT* (RO AND *OPTIONAL COMPLEMENT* (00]

AV PNC = ADVERB OF PUNCTUALITY (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURES *REQUIRES
COMPLEMENT* (RC) AND *OPTIONAL COMPLEMENT* (OC)1

AV TIM = ADVERB OF TIME (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATuRES REQU/RES
COMPLEMENT* (RC) AND *OPTIONAL COMPLEMENT* (OC)1

BC = TAKES49E'4, NP OR ADJ (VALUE FOR VERA FEATURE/OBJECT OR
COMPLEMENT SYNTAX/(OB)].

BP = BODY PART (VALUE FoR NoUN FEATUREITYPE"(TY), FoR VERB
FEATURE/TYPE oF SUBJECT0(TS), FOR VERB AND ADJFCTIVE
FEATURETYPE OF OBJECT" (TO))

= bOoY PART (VALUE FoR PREPOSITION FEATuRE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF
COMPLEMENT* (IC)]

= COMPARATIVE (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURE *mODIFIERS* (MD)]

= IsaADJITHaT)OR'TO A DEGREE THATIPARAPHRASE POSSIBLE
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CA

CC

CD

CL

CL&

CM

CN

(CONSECUTIVE) (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURE *PARENTHETICAL*
(PA)]

= CAUSE [VALUE FOR FEATURE *TYPE* (TY) USED WITH ADVERBS,
CONJUNCTIONS, AND pREPOSITIONS; VALUF FOR PREPOSITION
FEATURE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF COMPLEMENT* (TC)]

CONCESSIVE (VALUE FOR FEATURE *TYPE* (TY) USED WITH ADVERBS,
CONJUNCTIONS, AND PREPOSITIONS; VALP7 FOR PREPOSITION
FEATURE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF COMPLEMENT* (TC)]

= CONDIT/ON (VALUE FOR FEATURE *TYPE* (TY) USED WITH ADVERBS,
CONJUNCTIONS, AND PREPOSITIONS; VALUE FOR PREPOSITION
FEATURE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF COMPLEMENT* (TC)]

= MAIN CLAUSE (SUBJUNCTIVE IN GERMAN) [VALUE FOR VERB FEATURE
#OBJECT OR COMPLEMENT SYNTAXMOB)1

= MAIN CLAUSE, AS IN(DIE BEHAURTUNG, nms sEI DIE WAHRHEIT'

[VALUE FOR NOUN FEATURF#ATTRIBUTTVE0(TA)3

TAKES OPTIONAL'BE1+ NP OP ADJ (E.G.,'THINW) (VALUE FOR VERB
FEATUREPIOBJECT OR COMPLEMENT SYNTAX*(044)I

COUNT (ABSTRACT COUNTABLE NOUNS) [VALUE FOR PREPOSITION
FEATURE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF COMPLEMENT* (TC)]

= COUNT (ABSTRACT COUNTABLE NOUNS, E.G.,'IDEA) [VALUE FOR.NOUN
FEATURE$TYPE0(TY), FOR VERB FEATURFATYRE OF SUBJECT0'(TS),
FoR VERB AND ADJECTIVE FEATUREATYPE OF OBJECTP(TO)J

CO = COLLECTIVE (COMPONENTS ARE COUNTABLE). [VALUE FOR PREPOSITION
FEATURE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF COMPLEMFNT* (TC) 1

s COLLECTIVE (COMPONENTS MAY BE COUNTED, CAN BE USED wITH THE
VEReDISPERS6 E.Go'GROUP, HERD, GOVERNMENf) (VALUE FOR
NOUN FEATURE$TYPE0(TY), FOR. VERB FFATURE$TYPF OF SUBJECT,'
(TS), FOR VERB AND ADJECT/VF FEATUREPTYPE OF.OBJECte(TIO)J.

COM = COMPARISON [SPECIFICATION OF ADVERB-CONJUNOTION.
PREPOSITION VALUE *MODAL* (M)]

= COMPARISON [SPECIFICATION OF ADVERB-CoNJUNCTION-PREPOSITIoN
VALUE *DEGREE* (CD)]

COM PEJ: COMPARISON PEJORATIVE [SPECIFICATION oF ADVERB-CONJUNCTION-
PREPOSITION VALUE *MODAL* (M)]

CONJ = CONJUNCTIVE (TAKES PLA VERWAND) (VALUE OF CONJUNCT/0N
FEATURE *TYPE* (TY))

= CONNECTS OR INTRODUCES (CLAUSES, NOuN PHRASES, VERB PHRASES,

ETC.) [CONJUNCTION FEATURE] r

CeI
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= DECLARATIVE [VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURE *MODIFIERS* (MD)]

= DEGREE (VALUE FoR FEATURE *TYPE* (TY) USED WITH ADvERBS
(CONJUNCTIONS, AND PREPOSIT/ONS); VALUE FOR PREPOSITION
,FEATURE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF COMPLEMENTS (Tc)]

0G = DATIVE (VALUE FOR ADJECTIVE FEATUREfFoRm OF OBJECT#(00]

1

= DATIVE (VALUE FoR ADVERB FEATURES *pEoUIRES COMPLFMENT* (RCI
AND *OPTIONAL COMPLEMENT* (0C).]

i

= DATIVE (VALUE FoR VERB FEATUREDEEP SuBJECT,f(OS)1
I

= DATIVE (VALUE FoR VERB FEATUREOBJECT OR COMPLEMENT SYNTAxy
i(0B) ]

DEF DEFINITE (VALUE FOR FEATURE *TYPE* (TY) USED WITH ADVERBS
(CONJUNCTIONS, AND PREPOSITIONS); VALUE FoR PREPOSITION
FEATURE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF COMPLEMENT* (TC)]

OF = DERIVED FROM [NOUN FEATURE]

DIR = DIRECTION TO (VALUE FOR VERB OR ADJECTIVE FEATUBE#REQUIRED
ADvERB/ALWRA)]

= DIRECTIONAL ADVERBIAL COMPLEMENT (v.6.'41% TRIP ACROSS
EUROPE) (VALUE FOR NOUN FEATURE*ATTR/BUTIVEP(TA)]

DISJ = DISJUNCTIVE (TAKES BG. VERB: (OR) (VALUE OF CONJUNCT/ON
FEATURE *TYPE* (TY)]

nI-F = DIRECTION FROm (SPECIFICATION OF ADVERB-CONJUNCT/ON-
PREPOSITION VALUE *LOCATION* (L)]

OI-T = DIRECTION TO [SPECIFICATION oF ADVERB-CONJUNCT/0N-
PREPOSITION VALUE *LOCATION* (L)]

DOR = DIRECTION OR ORIGIN (ADVERB OF DIRECTIONALITY) (VALUE FOR
VERB FEATURE*OPTIONAL ADVERBIALS*(0A)]

OS = uEEp SUBJECT (VERB FEATURE INDICATED ONLY IF THE DEEP
SUBJECT nms No OCCUR AS A NOMINATIvE IN THE SURFACE
SENTENCE)

DU = DURATION (TIME SPAN ANSWERING THE nUEBTION 'ROW LONG?',
E,GettFOR ELEVEN DAYS) [SPECIFICATION OF ADVERB-
CONJUNCTION-PREPOSITION VALIA.*TIME* (T)]

DUR = UURATIONAL (VALUE FOR VERB OR ADJECTIvE FEATURE'REGUIRED
ADVERBIALWRA)]

= ANy TYPE OF NOUN (VALUE FOR ADJECTIVE FEATURE0TYPE OF OBJECT,
(TO)]

= 4ENTIA' (ANY TYPE OF NOUN) [VALUE FOR VERB FEATURFTYPE OF
OBJECTf(T0)]
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= gENTIAi (ANy TYPE OF NOUN) [VALUE FOR VERB FEATURF#TYPE OF
SUBJECTf(TS)]

= EOUATIVE (VALUE FUR ADVERB FEATURE *MODIFIERS* (mn)]

EV = EVALUATION OF SUBJECT [SPECIFICATION OF ADVERB-CONJUNCTION-
PREPOSITION VALUE *MODAL* (M)]

EXT = EXTENDEn (TIME SPAN ANSWERING THE QUESTION 4WHENre
'TWAY') [SPECIFICATION OF ADVERB-CONJUNCTION-PREPOSITION
VALUE *TIME* (T)]

= SENTENCE-FINAL (RELEVANT FOR MODIFIERS OF S AND V ONLY)
(VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURE *POSITION* (POS)]

FE = FEMALE [VALUE FOR THE NOUN FEATURE0SEXv(SX)]

FM = FORM OF ADJECTIVE [ADJECTIVE FEATURE]

it FORM (FOR NOMINALIZED ADJECTIVES) (NOUN FEATURE)

FR = FREQUENCY (REPETITIVE) (SPECIFICATION OF ADVERB-CONJUNCTION
-PREPOSITION VALUE *IIME* (T))

FS = SYNTACTIC FORM OF SUBJECT [REQUIRED FEATURE OF VERB UNLESS
IT ALLOWS ONLY A NOUN PHRASE AS SUBJECT]

FT s (FOR-TOIcOmPLEMENT [VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURES *REQUIRES
COMPLEMENT* (RC) AND *OPTIONAL COMPLEMENT* (OC))

FTE = 'FOR-TecOmPLEMENT (VALUE FOR VERB FEATUREAFORM op SUBJECT.
(FS))

FU = FUTURE [SPECIFICATION OF ADVERB-CONJUNCTION-PREPOSITION
VALUE *TIME* (I)]

= OCCURS wITH VERBS IN FUTURE (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURE
*TENSE* (TN)]

GG = GENITIVE (VALUE FOR ADJECTIVE FEATUREAFORM OF ORJECT0(014)]

= GENITIVE [VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURES *REQUIRES COMPLEMENT*
(RC) AND *OPTIONAL COmPLEMENT$ (0C)]

= GENITIVE (VALUE FOR VERB FEATUBEADEEP SUBJECTflos))

= GENITIVE (VALUE FOR VERB FEATURE.OBJEcT OR COMPLEMENT SYNTAX,'
(0))

GR z GERUND (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURES *REQUIRES COMPLEMENT* (PC)
AND *OPTIONAL COMPLEMENT* (0C)3

GR
E

GERUND (VALUE FOR VERB FEATURE.FORM OF SUBJECTP(FS)1

= (IT - HOW)PARAPHRASE POSSIBLE (VALUE FoR ADVERB FEATURE
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*PARENTHETICAL* (PA) 3

HU = HUMAN (VALUE FOR NOUN FEATURE*TYPE4(TY), FOR VERB FEATURE
iTYRE OF SUBJECT0(TS), FOR VERB AND ADJECTIVE FFATURE0TYPE
OF OBJECT* (TO)]

H-S

= HUMAN (VALUE FOR PREPOSITION FEATURE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF
COMPLEMENT* (TC)3

= HIGHER SCALE (SPECIFICATION OF ADVEPB.CONJUNCTION..
PREPOSITION VALUE *DEGREE* (CD)]

= IMPERATIVE (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURF #MOOIFIERS* (MD)]

= INSTRUMENTAL [VALUE FOR FEATURE *TYPE* (TY) USEn WITH
ADVERBS+ CONJUNCTIONS, AND PHEPOSITIoNS; VALUE FOR
PREPOSITION FEATURE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF COMPLEMENT* (TC)/

= 'IT - THATIPARAPHHASE POSSIBLE (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURE
*pARENTHETICAL* (pA))

= SENTENCE-INITIAL (RELEVANT FOR MODIFIFRS OF S AND V ONLY)
(VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURE *POSITION* (POS))

= UNMARKED INFINITIVE (VALUE FOR VERR FFATUREOOBJECT OR
COMPLEMENT SYNTAX$(06)]

ICL = INTERROGATIVE CLAUSE (VALUE FOR ADVERP FEATURES *REQUIRES
COMPLEMENT* (RC) AND *OPTIONAL COMPLEMENT* (OC)1

= INTERROGATIVE CLAUSE (VALUE FOR VERR FEATURE$FOqm OF SUBJECT'
(FS)1

= INTERROGATIVE ADVERB + UNMARKED INFINITIVE (VALUE FOR VERB
FEATUREfFORM OF SUBJECT/1(ES)]

= INTERROGATIVE ADVERB .0 MARKED INFINITIVE (VALUE FOP ADVERB
FEATURES *REQUIRES COMPLEMENT* (RC) AND *OPTIONAL
COMPLEMENT* (0C)3

= INTERROGATIVE ADVERB + MARKED INFINITIVE (VALUE FOR VERB
FEATUREIFORM OF SUBJECTWS)]

= IMAN/MATE [VALUE FOR NOUN FEATUREFTYPEo(TY), FOR VERB
FEATURE,TYPE OF SUBJECT*(TS), FOR VERB AND ADJECTIVE
FEATUREIITYRE OF OBJECT#(T0)]

= INANIMATE (VALUE FOR PREPOSITION FEATURE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF
COMPLEMENT* (TC)]

INC = INCIPIENT (SPECIFICATION OF ADVERB..CONJUNCTIONPREROSITION
VALUE *TIME* (T)]

IND = INDEFINITE (VALUE FOR FEATURE *TYPE* (TY) USED W/TH ADVERBS
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(CONJUNCTIONS, AND PREPOSITIONS); VALUE FOR PREPOSITION
FEATURE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF COMPLEMENT* (TC)]

INST a INSTANTANEOUS (POINT IN TIME, E.G.,'AT 8 P.M:)
(SPECTFICATION OF ADVERBCONJUNCTION.PREPOSITION VALUE
*TIME* (T)1

/T s 'ITIIVALUE FOR VERB FEATURE$FORM OF SURJECTO(FS)1

LOCATION (VALUE FOR FEATURE *TYPE* (Ty) USED WITH ADVERBS
(CONJUNCTIONS, AND PREPOSITIONS); VALUE FoR PREPOSITION
FEATURE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF COMPLEMENTi (TC)]

LS LOWER SCALE (SPECIFICATION OF ADVERRCONJUNCTION.PREPOSITION
VALUE *DEGREE* (CD)]

MA

MODAL [VALUE FOR F_EATURE *TYPE* (TY) USED WITH ADVERBS
(CONJUNCTIONS, AND PREPOSITIONS); VALUE Fop PREPOSITION
FEATURE *SEMANTIC TYPE oF ComPLEMENTI (TC))

SENTENCENEDIAL (RELEVANT FOR MODIFIERS OF S ANn V ONLY)
(VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURE *POSITION* (POS)]

MACHINE (SINCE THEy. CAN PERFORM SOME HUMAN ACTIVITIES)
[VALUE FOR NOUN FEATUREFTYPEF(TY), FOR VERB FEATUREorYPE OF
SUBJECTV(TS), FOR VERB AND ADJECTIVE FEATUREPTYRE OF OBJECTO
(TO

MACHINE [VALUE FOR PREPOSITION FEATURE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF
COMPLEMENT* (To)]

MALE [VALUE FOR THE NOUN FEATURE SEx

MAN MANNER (SKCIFICATION OF ADVERBCONJUNCTIOW.PREPOSITION
VALUE *MoDAL* CM)]

a MANNER (VALUE FOR yERe OR ADJECTIVE FEATUREREQUIREO
ADVERB/ALS$(RA)]

MC MAIN CLAUSE (VALUE OF CONJUNCTION FEATURE *CONNECTS OR
INTRODUCES* (C.4))

MD a MODIFIES NOUNS OF THE SPECIFIED TYPE [MANDATORY ADJECTIVE
FEATURE]

MODIFIES (THE ADVERB MAY MODIFY VERBS, SENTENCES, OR NP'S)
[MANDATORY ADVERB FEATURE]

ME -.. MEASURE (VALUE FOR FEATURE *TYPE* (TY) USED W/TH ADVERBSt
CONJUNCTIONS' AND 'PREPOSITIONS; VALUE FOR 'PREPOSITION
FEATURE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF COMPLEMENT* (TC)]

MED. 2 MEDIUM [SPECIFICATION OF ADVERBCONJUNCTIONPREPOSITION
VALUE *DEGREE* (CD)]

MI = MARKED INFINITIVE (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURES *REQUIRES
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COMPLEMENT* (RC)'AND *OPTIONAL COMPLEMENT* (0c)]

MI = MARKED INEINITIVE (VALUE FOR VERB FEATURE#E0Rm OE SUBJECT,'
(FS) ]

m0 = MODALITY (VALUE FOR FEATURE *TYRE* (Ty) USED WITH ADVERBS,
CONJUNCTIONS, ANU PREPOSITIONS; VALUE FOR PREPOSITION
FEATuRE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF COMPLEMENT (TC)]

MOD = MODE OF EXISTENCE (SPECIFICATION OE AoVERB.CONJuNcTION-
PREPOSITION VALUE *MODAL* (m)1

mS = MASS (moMDGENEOUS) (VALUE FOR PREPOSITION FEATURE *SEMANTIC
TyPE oF COMPLEMENT* (IC)]

= mAsS (HOMOGENEOUS; mAY OCCUR WITHOUT ARTICLE IN THE SINGULAR
I E,G,(MILIO SAND) (VALUE FOR NoUN FEATUREOTYREr(TY), FOR
vERR EEAtUREPTYPE oF sUBJECT40(TS), FoR VERB AND ADJECTIVE
FEATUREfTYPE oF OBJECTdala

mSR = MEASURABLE (.G,,IWIDO OR'sTRONd ASIN'FIVE INcHES wIDe,
'SEVEN mEN.STRONd) (VALUE FOR ADJECTIVE FEATUREeTYPE0(TY)1

= MEASURE (VALUE FOR VERB OR ADJECTIVE FEATUREREQUIRED
ADVERB/ALS/IRA)]

= NEGATED D. 0, I, oR S (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURE *MODIFIERS*
(MD )

NOUN (PHRASE) (VALUE OF CONJUNCT/oN FEATURE *CONNECTS OR
INTRODUCES* (C-I)]

NA = TAKES NP OR ADJ COmPLEmENT WITHOUT'RE'EvALUE FOR VERB
FEATURE4O8JECT OR COMPLEMENT SYNTAXF(OB) i

NC = TAKES NP COMPLEMENT wITHOUT'BE'(E.G0'ELEC?) (VALUE FOR VERR
FEATURE0OBJECT OR COMPLEMENT SYNTAX0(0)]

NG = THE VERB nOES NOT FORm THE PROGRESSIVE (VALUE EnR REQUIRED
VERB FEATURE.TYPE*(TY)]

NM = PRoPER NAME (VALUE FOR NOUN FEATUREPTyPEv(TY), FOR VERB
FEATURETYRE oF SuBJECT*(TS), FOR VERB AND ADJECTIVE
FEATURE0YRE oF OBJECT#ITIOq

= PRoRER NAME (VALUE FOR PREPOSITION FEATURE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF
COMPLEMENT* (TC)]

NP 'av NOUN PHRASE (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURE *MODIFIERS* (MD)]

= NOuN PHRASE (VALUE FOR PREPOSITION FEATURE *RE0u/RES
COMPLEMENT* (RC)]

= NOUN PHRASE (VALUE FOR VERB FEATUREpFORM OF SUBJECTo(FS)/
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NP m THE VERB DOES NOT PASSIvIZE1 VERBS mARKED vI OR VP DO NOT
NEED THIS DESCRIPTOR. (VALUE FOR REQUIRED VERB FEATURE
$TYPE0(TY)3

NPG, NouN PHRASE (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURES *REQUIRES COMPLEMENT*
(RC) AND *OPT/ONAL COMPLEMENT* (0C))

NU = NUMBERS (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURE *mOnIFIERS* (mo)]

0
E

= NOUN PHRASE (NP) AS OBJECT (VALUE FOR VERB FEATuRF0OBJECT OR
COMPLEMENT SYNTAX$(08)3

OA = OPTIONAL ADVERBIALS

08 = FoRM OF oRJECT [ADJECTIVE FEATURE]

= OBJECT (IN CASE OF DEVERBATIVE NOUN5, As E.G.,(DEpENDENCE ON)
[NOUN FEATURE]

= SYNTACTIC FORM OF OBJECT(S) OR COMPLEMENT(S) (VERB FEATURE)

= 'WHETHER' (E.G., 'THE QUEsT/ON WHETHER THIS IS SO) (VALUE FOR
NoUN FEATURE*RELATIVE ADVERB*(R03

OC = OPTIONAL COMPLEMENT [ADVERB FEATURE]

ORN = ORIGIN (DIRECTION FROM) (VALUE FOR vERP OR ADJECTIVE FEATUPF
*REQUIRED ADVERBIALS0(RA)]

,PA

PARENTHETICAL /VALUE FoR FEATURE *TYPE* (TY) USED WITH
ADVERBS (cONJUNCTIONS, AND pREpoSIT/00); VALUE FOR
PREPOSITION FEATURE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF COMPLEMENT* (TC)3

= PLURAL NOUN.ONLY (VALUE FOR VERP FEATURE TYPE OF oRJECT (TOg

= PLURAL NOuN ONLY (VALUE FOR VERB FEATuRE,TYPE oF suBJEcTo
(TS))

= PLURAL (I.E.': THE ADVERB REQUIRES A PLURAL SUBJECT OR A
SINGULAR SUBJECT W/TH ANIf-PRPH) (VALUE FOR AOVERB FEATURE
TyPE oF SUBJECT* (TS))

= POSITIVE (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURE *MODIFIERS* (mD))

m *POST (= PoST-POsED) RELEVANT FOR MODIFIERS OF NI), At AV, OR
. NU ONLY (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURE *PoSITION* (Pns)]

OCCURS WITHNERBS IN PAST TENSE (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURE
.

4TENSE* (TN))

= PARAPMRASABIL/TY (RELEVANT ONLY FOR PARENTHETICAL ADVERBS)
[ADVERB FEATURE]

m PAST (SPECIFICATION OF.ADVERB.PCONJUNCTION-PREPOSITION VALUE
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*TIME* (T)]

PAPL = PAST PARTICIPLE (VALUE FOR ADJECTIVE EEATuRE$FoRmv(FM)]

= PAST PARTICIPLE (VALUE FOR VERB FEATURE0OHJECT OR COMPLEMENT
SYNTAX/COB)]

pF = OCCURS WITH VERBS IN ANY PERFECT TENSE (VALUE FOR ADVERB
FEATURE *TENSE* (TN)]

PL = PLANT (VALUE FOR NOUN FEATURE*TYPEf(Ty)f FOR VERB FEATURE
fTyPE OF SUBJECTo(TS), FOR VERB AND ADJECTIVE FEATURE0TYPE
OF OBJECTf(T100

= PLANT [VALUE FOR PREPOSITION FEATURE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF
COMPLEMENT* (TC)]

PLC = PLACE (LOCATIVE OR DIRECTIONAL) (VALUE FoR VER8 OR ADJECTIVE
FEATURE REGUIREU ADVE.RBIALS ARA)

PLU = PLURAL, MASS, OR COLLECT/VE NOUN (VALUE FOR ADJECTIVE
FEATUREoTYPE OF NoUN mODIFIED*(MD))

PNC = PUNCTUAL [VALUE FOR VERB OR ADJECTIVE FEATURE,REGUIRED
ADVERBIALS0(RA)]

PO = PHYSICAL OBJECT (VALUE FOR NoUN FEATURE0TYPE0(TY), FOR VERB
FEATURE0TYPE OF SUBJECTP(TS), FOR vERA AND ADJECTIVE
FEATUREfTYPE OF OBJECT*'(TO)J

= PHYSICAL OBJECT (VALUE FOR PREPOSITION FEATURE *SEMANTIC
TYPE OF COMPLEMENT* (TC))

POS = POSITION (PRE- OR POST-POSED; SENTENCE INITIAL, MEDIAL, OR
FINAL) (ADVERB FEATURE)

= POSITION (PRE- OR ROST-POSED) (PREPoSITION FEATURE]

= POST-POSED TO THE NP OR AV [VALUE FOR PREPOSITION fEAIURE
*POSITION* (POS)]

= POSTERIOR TO (SPECIFICATION OF ADVERB-CONJUNCT/ON-
PREPOSITION VALUE *TIME* (T)]

PR

S.

= PURPOSE (VALUE FoR FEATURE *TYPE* (TY) USED WITH ADVERBS,
CONJUNCTIONS, AND PREPOSITIONS; VALUE FOR PREPOSITION
FEATURE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF COMPLEMENT* (TC)]

= OCCURS WITH VERBS iN PRESENT TENSE (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURE
TENSE (TN)]

= PRESENT (SPECIFICATION OF ADVERB-CONJUNCTION-PREPOSITION
VALUE *TIME* (T)]
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PRE PRE-POSED To THE Np OR AV [VALUE FOR pREP0SITIoN FEATURE
*POSITION* (POS)1

PRPL = PRESENT PARTICIPLE (VALUE FOR ADJECTIVE FEATURE1FORMo(Fm)1

PR-T = PR/OR TO (SPECIFICATION OF ADVERB-CoNJUNCTION."REPOSITION
VALUE *TImE$ (T)]

PU = PUNCTUAL [SPECIFICATION OF ADVERB-CONJUNCTION-PREPOSITION
VALuE *TIME.* (T)]

= QUESTION (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURE *MDDIFIERS* (MD)]

DU = QUANTITY (-- + (OF) NPI E.G.,IGROUP, GLASS, HALF), AS IN A
'GLASS oF MILK5 [VALUE FOR NOUN FEATUREITYPEO(TY), FOR VERB
FEATURE*TYPE OF SUBJEcT*(TS), FOR vERB.AND ADJFCTIVE
FEATURE*TYPE OF OBJECT*(To)3

= QUANTITY (--+ (OF) WI E.O.,(GROUP As IN 1CGROuP OF ITEmS))

INALUE FoR !REPOSITION FEATuRE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF
fOMPLEMENT* (TC)]

= REFLEXIVE (VALUE FOR VERA FEATURE9TyPE OF 0BJEcTo(T0)]

= HMO [VALUE FOR FEATURE.TyPE* (TY) USED WITH AnVERNS,
CoNJUOTIONS, ANU PREPOSITIONS; VALUE FOR PREPOSITION
FEATURE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF COMPLEMENT* (TC)]

= REQUIRED ADVERBIALS (VERR FEATURE]

= REQUIRES AN ADVERB (E.G.,(RESIDENT)AS PREDICATIVE ADJ.)
(ADJECTIVE FEATURE]

RC = REourREs COMPLEMENT (ADVERBS, CLAUSES OR PHRASES) [ADVERB
FEATURE]

= REQUIRES COMPLEMENT (NOUN PHRASE OR ADVERB) [PREPOSITION
FEATURE]

RCC = RECIPROCAL (VALUE FOR VERB FEATURE$TYPE OF OBJECTF(T0))

RES = RESTRICTIVE [SPECIFICATION OF ADVERA-CoNJUNCTIDN.
PREPOSITION VALUE *MODAL* (M)1

RL = RELATIVE ADVERB (FOR DEVERBATIVF NOuNs) (NOUN FEATURE)

=_ SENTENCE (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURE *MoDIFIERS* (mD)]

= SOCIATIVE [VALUE FOR FEATURE *TYPE* (TY) USED WITH ADVERBS:
CONJUNCTIONS, AND pREPDSITIONS, VALUE FOR PREPOSITION
FEATURE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF COMPLEmENT* (TC)]

SC = SUBORDINATE CLAUSE (VALUE OF CONJUNCTION FEATURE ;CONNECTS

OR INTRODUCES* (C-I))
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SE SEQUENTIAL (SE WITHOUT INC OR TRM ImEANS -.SEQUENTIAL BUT NOT
INITIAL OR FINALm, E.G. 'SECONDLY) (sPECIFICATION OF ADVERR
-CONJUNCTION-pREPOSIT/ON 'VALUE *TImEt (T)]

SIM = SIMULTANEOUS WITH (SPECIFICATION OF ADVERB-CONJUNCTION-
PREPOSITION VALUE *TIME* (T)']

SM = STATE OF MIND (SPEC/FICATION OF ADVFRR-CONJUNCTT0N-
PREPOSITION VALUE *MODAL* (M)]

SP = SUPERLATIVE [VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURE *MODIFIERS* (m0)]

STA STATIC (SPECIFICATION OF ADVERB-CONJUNCTION-PREPOSITION
VALUE *LOCATION* (L))

SX SEx (NOUN FEATURE]

TIME [VALUE FOR FEATURE *TYPE* (TY) USED wITH ADVERBS
(CONJUNCTIONS, AND PREPOSITIONS); VALUE FOR PREPOSITION
FEATURE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF COMPLEMENT7t (TC)]

TA = TAKES ATTRIBUTE [NOUN FEATURE]

TC = SEMANTIC TYPE OF COMPLEMENT t PREPOSITION FEATURE]

TH. = (THAT=CLAUSE (NON-RELATIVEITHATI-CLAUSEST E.G.,'HIS CLAIM THAT
THIS WAS Se) (VALUE FOR NOUN FEATUREVATTRIBUTIVEO(TA)1

= fTHAT=CLAUSE (VALUE FOR ADJECTIVE FEATuREOTYPE OF NOUN
MoD/F/E0#(0)]

= ITHAT=CLAUSE (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURES *REQUIRES COMPLEMENT*
(RC) ANO *OPTIONAL COMPLEMENT* (OC)I

= `THATLCLAUSE [VALUE FOR VERB FEATUREIFORM OF SURJECTf(Fs)]

TIM TIME (PUNCTUAL OR OURATIONAL) (VALUF FOR VERB nR ADJECTIVE
FEATURF4REOUIRED ADVERRIALSt(RA))

TM -- THE ADJECTIVE MAY UNDERGO °TOUGH MOVEMENT" (E.G., 'HARD,

EASY) (VALUE FOR ADJECTIVE FEATURFOTYPEP(TY)1

TN = TENSE (THF ADVERB REQUIRES THAT THF VERB OCCUR TN A SPECIFIC
TENSE(S); THIS SUBSCRIPT IS NOT CODED IF THE SAME
INFORMATION IS c0 NTAINED UNDER TY TN ONE OF THE VALUES PR,

PA OR FU) (ADVERB FEATURE]

TO Ole SEMANTIC TYPE OF OBJECT (ADJECTIVE FEATURE)

= SEMANTIC TYPE OF OBJECT (NOUN FFATORET

= SEMANTIC TYPE OF OBJECT (VERB FEATURE,

TRM = TERMINATING [SPECIFICATION OF ADVERR-cONJUNCT/ON.PREPuSITION
VALUE *TTME* (T)]
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TS g SEMANT/c TYPE OF SENTENCE SUBJECT REQUIRED (RELEVANT ONLY
WITH ADVERBS MODIFYING VERBS AND+ POSSIBLY+ SENTENCES)
[ADVERB FEATURE]

TS = SEMANTIC TYPE OF SUBJECT (REQUIRED FEATURE OF VERB)

TV = SEMANT/C TYPE OF VERB WITH WHICH THE ADVERB MAY BE USED
(RELEVANT ONLY WITH ADVERBS MODIFYING VERBS) [ADVERB
FEATURE]

TY SEMANT/C TYPE OF ADVERB [MANDATORY ADvERB FEATURE]

SEMANTIC TYPE OF PREPOSITION (PREPOSITION FEATURE)

UN

TYRE OF ADJECTIVE [ADJECTIVE FEATURE]

TYPE OF CONJUNCTION (CONJUNCTION FEATURE)

TYPE OF NOUN [MANDATORY NOUN FEATURE]

TYPE OF VERB (TRANSITIVITY) [REQUIRED FEATURE OF VERB]

= UNIT (ADV = QUANT 6e; E.G.,'MILE, YEA4 AS INeFIVE MILES
.LONG, TO WAIT TWO YEARS) (VALUE FOR NOUN FEATURE,TYPEe(TY),
FOR VERB FEATUPEsTYPE OF SURJECT0(TS), FOR VERR AND
ADJECT/VE FEATUREoTYPE OF ORJECT0(TO))

uNiT (Any = OUANT E.G.+IMIL6 AS INIFIVE MILES LONG)
[VALUE FOR PREPOS/TION FEATURE *SEMANTIC TYPE OF
flOMPLEmENT* (TC)]

V VERB (PHRASE) (VALUE OF CONJUNCTION FEATURE *CONNECTS OR
INTRODUCES* (CI)]

VI

VR

VERB (VALUE FOR ADVERB FEATURE *MODIFIERS* (MD)]

INTRANSITIVE [VALUE FOR REQUIRED VERB FEATURE0TYPEo(TY)]

TAKES AN OBJECT WHICH MUST BE REFLEXIVE (VALUE FOR REQUIRED
VERB FEATURE*TYPEI(TY)1

VT TAKES AT LEAST ONE OBJECT WH/CH IS NOT A REFLEXIVE PRONOUN
(VALUE FOR REQUIRED VERB FE4TUREpTYPE0(TY)]

VTC 2 TAKES A COGNATE OBJECT ONLY, E.G.,(TO DANCE A WALTZIEVALUE
FOR REQUIRED VERB FEATUREfTYPE0(TY]

VT,VR z TAKES AT LEAST 2 OBJECTS, ONE OF WHICH MUST BE REFLEXIVE AND
ONE WH/CH /S.NOT [VALUE FOR REQUIRED VERB FEATUREPITYPE
(TY)]

a POsT.SENTENTIAL WHICH-RELATIVE CLAUSE POSSIBLE (VALUE FOR
ADVERB FEATURE *PARENTHETICAL* (PA))

WARUM m 'wHY'(E.G.,'THE REASON WHY HE pm IT) [VALUE FOR NOUN FEATURE
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RELATIVE.ADVERB (RL)]

WIE. -- 'HOW' (E.G.,1THE.OUESTION OF HOW THIS HAPPENED') (VALUE FOR
NOUN FEAT"/E$RELATIVE ADVERRI(RL)1

WO (WHERE' CEO., 'THE PLACE WHERE I SAW V011) (VALUE FOR NOUN
FEATURE$RELATIVE ADVEREMRL)]

WOHIN ( WHERETO' (E.G.,(THE TOWN WHERE YOU WENT) (VALUE FOR NOUN
FEATUREORELATIVE ADVERRIf(ROI

7U MARKED INFINITIVE (E.Gol'ATTEMPT'll AS IN THE ATTEMPT TO DO
SOMETHING'(VALUE FOR NOUN FEATUREOATTRIBUTIVE*(TA))

NOT

7 = SPECIAL SYMBOL MARKING COMPONENT PROBABLY REQUIRING
ADDITIONAL ATTENTION IN THE FUTURE
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